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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE - SATURDAY, MAY 21, 1960
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Price 15c

SEE VOTE REFEREES IN HAYWOOD AREA
From 'Darlings' To 'Goats'
AN

EDITORIAL

When the courageous students of Memphis helped pry the lid off the Pandora box of segregation
evils in this city, they were hailed as the "Darlings
of Democracy." By the thousands Negroes turned
out to mass meetings to applaud their sit-in movement and to make plans to back up their fight.
But last week, these same students and others,
looked more like "goats" than "darlings." They paraded up and down in front of the headquarters of the
Cotton Makers Jubilee, urging Negroes to turn away
from the segregated cotton celebration and put their
money where it belongs — in the Freedom Fund. But
few heeded their advice.
Instead, thousands trouped into the carnival
grounds between Linden and Beale and turned over
untold thousands of dollars to the operators of gambling games who were blind to the tender ages of many
of their victims. On the night of the Jubilee Parade,
Beale street was jammed such as it has never been
jammed before and Memphis Negroes by the thousands ignored the pleadings of the students' signs
begging them to forget pleasure and turn to the fight
for dignity. But the brave college pickets were swallowed up in the crowd which happily accepted the
second-rate cotton celebratie,n while the fabulous
events on the city's river front went merrily about it's
lily-white way.
Meanwhile, news has come to Memphis that the
results of college students' sit-in demonstrations in
Nashville are highly encouraging. Lunch counter
segregation is a thing of the past in Tennessee's capi-
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Ask Deseg
In Memphis
Recreation

'Bar Group
Trying To
Register

Another lawsuit was added
last week to the growing list
of desegregation action which
Memphis Negroes are filing in
an effort to break the back of
segregation in this city.
Eleven plaintiffs have asked
for an injunction to keep officials from maintaining the
"white only" tag on recreational facilities including the city
museum, art galleries, golf
courses, tennis courts, playgrounds, parks and boat docks.
fhe City of Memphis was
natned as a defendant in the
latest suit along with H. S.
Lewis, superintendent of the
Memphis Park Commission,
aod members of the commission.
Attys. A M. Willis, Jr. and
Russell B. Sugarmon, Jr., filed
the petition.

The Tri-State Defender learned Monday that members of
the Haywood County Welfare
and Civic league will make direct application to the U. S.
Justice Department for Federal referees to enter the county
and register them for voting.
This may well be the first
application under the new
civil rights bill which set up
the plan for federal referees
to register Negroes who have
been barred from voting by
local officials.
Atty. J. F. Estes of Memphis
confirmed the report after
Negroes had been denied right
to register Monday. League
members had been assured by
officials that the registration
books would be open to Negroes Monday for the first time
since Reconstruction days.
Registration was scheduled
for District 8 of the county in
Malcolm Smith's Store. However, James T. Bond, a league
Defender
member, told the
when he and 19 other Negroes
showed up to register, they
were turned away.
"This is a public store," Mr.
Bond said they were told, "and
it's not going to happen here."
The battle to win the right
to vote in Haywood county is
an old one. In recent months,
election commissioners have
been appointed to take the
place of 'others who resigned.

See EDITORIAL, Page 2

Only 6%
In Dixie
Integrated
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Only
six per cent of the south's Negro school children have been
integrates: into white schools
since the U. S. Supreme Court
ordereci desegregation six years
ago, according to the executive
secretary of the National AssoCation for the Advancement of
Cokred People.
Roy Wilkins said in a statemen. Monday there were still
2,500,000 Negro children in segregate,. schools.
"This kind of cheating, six
years after the Supreme Court
ruling, is crippling the Negro
citizen of 1980," Wilkins said.

lee GROUP, Page 2

by NAT D. WILLIAMS

HERE SHE i — Sor the ha De% ore, president of the
Jews,
Mexicans,
Orientals,
rREJUDICE!
second straight year an Amer- New York charm school which
. . . yes, even
There's a terrific article in Puerto Ricans
Negro beauty has walked bears her name, the gorgeous
ican
native white Protestants . . .
the May 24 issue of Look Magawith top honors in the queen hopes to become an acoff
prejudice
of
get their share
Juvenile Court Judge Elizazine. Title of the article is
Cannes Miss Film Festival tress. Last year, lovely Miss
too."
beth McCain last week appointthe
became
Cooper
Cecelia
France.
"What Is Prejudice?". It is
Cannes,
in
contest
The doctor didn't mention it,
ed Prof. Blair Hunt to the
presented in the form of an inShe is 19-year-old Miss La- first American, the first non- post of deputy probation office.
gone to
have
might
she
but
terview with an internationally town outlining the "faces" of
Jeune Huntley of Washington, French girl and the first The 71-year-old former educafamous social scientist, Dr. Ma- prejudice which may be found
D. C. Coached by Miss Ophe- Negro ever to reign over this tor is also pastor of Mississippi
International film event.
rie Jahoda, formerly associate within a group . • . like Negroes
Boulevard Christian church.
director of New York University being prejudiced toward each
7/ith his duties yet to be
ReResearch Center for Human
assigned, Prof. Hunt, according
other . . . or the feeling belations.
tween orthodox and unorthodox
to Judge McCain "will work
o, the article has everything Jews . . . or the prejudices
directly with the Negro probaeeds in the way of impor- that exist between and among
mark, "we're going to let them tion officers and will counsel
BULLETIN
tance. It's carried in a publi- white people.
with juveniles and parents who
cation that reaches over six The interviewer asked Dr.
See SIT-INS, Page 2
Five students were arrestare assigned to these officers."
million readers. It has the think- Jahoda whether or not preed at Walgreens Drug Store
.whething of an arcepted authority on judice is instinctive.
Tuesday in Memphis, Tenn.
the subject. And it comes at er a person is born with it. HAYWOOD COUNTY, Ten- were denied the right to reg- Jame3 Bond, George Gray, for not leaving after their
a time when the ugly head of She said, "No. Prejudice is nessee, Negroes confer with ister Monday after officials presiden. of the Haywood lunch counter sit-in closed
prejudice is intruding into more never found in children who Atty. J. F. Estes of Mem- had assured them the books County Civic and Welfare the store.
human hearts than ever be- have not been exposed to it. phis as they prepare to peti- would be open. Talking with League; Joe L. Sanderlin,
three
At
Woolworth's,
fore in history ... if no other Every psychological and socio- tion the U. S. Justice Depart- Atty. Estes, seated, are left Mrs. Betty Douglas, League white thugs dragged T. C.
reasms than that there are more logical study shows that pre- ment for Federal referees to to right Odell Sanders, Sher- secretary; and Thad Turner, Heard out of the store and
human hearts today than ever judice, like any social attitude, register them for voting. Ne- man II. Coleman, R e y. financial secretary. Staff pushed Woodrow Miller off
is learned "
before.
groes in Haywood county George Washington Douglass, photo by Hardin.
a lunch counter stool and out
Major premise of the article LIKE A WEED
of the store.
Is that prejudice should be rec- A lot of mothers don't realize
reported
witnesses
Eye
ognized for what it is. The harm that a child's attitude towards
that Memphis police stood by
it
of should be noted. The dang- its lather is shaped by the
and did not intervene. Two
er and cruelty of it should be way she (the mother) looks at
co-eds remained at t h e
outlined. The .basis of it (igno- the man, mentions him, talks
Woolworth lunch counter.
rance) should be evaluated. And to him. The child is watching
everybody should take steps to and absorbing like a sponge.
By BURLEY HINES, JR.
insure his freedom from the The words "N—r" and "peckNine Negro collegians broke
virus of the disease. It is pos. erwood" are picked up quickthe sit-in silence in Memphis
sible to be free frogs prejudice er b, children than the first Final rites for one of three - His wife, Mrs. Willie B. lie J. Arssie, Lloyd, Mitchell; Tuesday as they concentrated
whether it pertains to race, two words of the Lord's Pray- men killed in a cave-in in Moore is planning to attend sisters Mrs. Aline Richmond their non-violent protest on
igion, color, or class.
er, "Our Father". Prejudice is Whitehaven were held Tuesday his funeral Sunday, May 22, of Memphis and Mrs. Feodia Walgreen and Woolworth's reslike a weed . . . it grows fast- at ths Shady Grove Baptist at the Mt. Olive CMS: church Houston of Oakville, Tenn.
F "ir' POINTS
both on Main st. The
Taylor taurants,
flower.
church on Kansas. Funeral ser- of Nesbitt, Miss. Rev. D. E. Funeral services for
took their seats at
students
For the benefit of "Shadows" er than a desired
very interesting pas- vices for another will be held Gardner, pastor of the church were held Tuesday, May 17,
Two
both lunch counters at approxreaders who may not have seen
sages of Dr. Jahoda's state- Sunday, May 22, in Mississippi. will preach the eulogy. He will at the Shady Grove Baptist
noon, five at Walthe Look article, a few pertinimately
Rev.
ment on prejudice were: "Pre- The men, Woodrow Taylor, be assisted by Rev. W. H. church here in Memphis.
four at Woolent paragraphs are reproduce
J. W. Hardaway is the pastor. green's and
judice is a form of conformity. 40, of 1844 Benford; Emmett
lunch
downstairs
here with a hit of pertinent
worth's
of
Oakville
Clark
Rev J. E.
117ost o us have a strong need Moore, 41, of 585 Williams:
comment Here's hoping everycoounter.
with
Hardaway
Rev.
assisted
of
views
the
with
778
along
of
to go
and Joseph Harris, 36,
one whose eye falls thereon
No arrests were made bethe services.
people we like. To feel in Newman court, were killed last
will let the suggestings peneWake for Taylor was held cause store officials refused to
with others gives us Friday, when on their job as
agreement
trate to his or her inner conMonday night preceding the prosecute.
a sense ot belonging, of be- ditch diggers working on a
sciousness Search yourself.
Walgreen's promptly ordered
funeral in the same church.
ing accepted."
they were
site,
subdivision
Dr.
asked
was
Jahoda
Harris' relatives could not be the doors to its establishment
From here, that means a lot buried under more than 15
"What is prejudice?". Her an- of people are prejudiced against
reached by the Tri-State De- closed admittine no one but poa bank they
swer
was: "Prejudice can other people because their as- feet of dirt when
fender.
lice. Woolworth's chose to keep
in.
caved
under
were standing
meat, different things to difsociates are prejudiced against John A. Springfield, 37, of
The ditch where the men the store open and closed only
ferent people. tly prejudice, them. It the people we admire
was the only surlost their lives is located just the lunch counter at which the
mean a hostile attitude toward and follow are in favor of 2431 Vandale,
covnorth ot Old Hickory road and Negroes sat.
who
were
four
the
of
vivor
TAYLOR
MR.
MR. MOORE
a whole group of people, or a person, so are we. But if our
east o. Highway 51 south in the POLICE EVERYWHERE
minuover
45
for
dirt
witl.
ered
toward one person simply be- heroes
say, "Hate him," we tes
Whitehaven area. Other men
in
buried
be
will
Moore
Walker.
minutes after the Nethat
he
a
of
is
cause
member
fall °ye' backwards summon- hioore was the father of 10 the church cemetery located working near the disaster site Fifteen
group. The Americans who ing
the stores, poentered
groes
ths hate mood.
children, living with their East of Rabbit Ridge near said the men didn't know what lice swarmed over Main at.
bear the greatest brunt of hos- And
cave-in
of hate, brings mother in Los Angeles, Calif. Nesbitt.
happenThe
speaking
hit them
tility today are Negroes. But on
conDr Jahoda's second very in- They are Dianna, Mildred, Taylor is survived by five ed quickly and silently. The They enteted Walgreen's,
different times in our hismanager and
the
with
ferred
statement.
fated
ill
the
which
teresting
closing
under
bank
Woodrow,
Co r a, Richard, Emmette, children, Fannie,
y different groups were hatShe said, Some people are pre- Josie, Joe, Cannon, Thomas Jr., Wilde Lee, Mettle Mat men stood suddenly cirnProd left as abruptly as they came.
Call "Miss Results" — JA. 6-11397
ed, and in different parts of
One officer was heard to reand Ruthie Mae; brothers WO- out of sight.
and Willie.
our country today Catholics, See SHADOWS, Page 2

Blair Hunt Named
To Juvenile Post

L

9 Resume Sit-Ins

Funerals Set For Victims Of
Cove-In That Claimed 3 Lives
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Stillman's :Amazing' Growth
Sparks Plans For Expansitn

WOLFE HOME
Winner of the National
Association of Ho in.
Builders 1669 Merit
Award for Conussualtf
Development.

IN

LAKEVIEW
GARDENS

The Women
a small one with very few ad- influx of students.
Church in
vanced degrees to one now of the Presbyterian
d
represente
States,
United
the
and
10
time
full
numbering 35
rn states,
part time with every one ex- in all the Southeaste
cept two instructors holding at have recognized this problem.
year
least a masters degree. There They have set out this
the construcare presently seven doctorates to raise funds for
-adminon the faculty and within the tion of a new classroom
rehelp
to
building
istration
adfour
next 12 months at least
ditional doctorates will be add- lieve the strain on classroom
and office space. The funds will
ed.
be handed to Stillman in the
suand
contact
personal
Close
Summer of 1960 and the buildpervision by faculty of student
construction will begin aling
work is afforded by an ample
most immediately.
group.
faculty
us
conscientio
and
So, Stillman college takes
The very success of StWman
big step forward in its
another
college has created a problem
progress and developamazing
and
space
facilities
its
in that
it continues to make
and
ment
are being crowded by the great
every effort possible to be a
shining example of an educational institution with a definite Christian atmosphere in every phase of its campus life.
You are invited to investigate
(continued From Page 1)
the possibilities of becoming a
tal city. And all because of one overwhelming reason. part of this experience. Write:
After the students put the spotlight on this traditional Registrar, P. 0. Drawer 483,
Negro com- Tuscaloosa, Alabama.

The ever-increasing popularity of Stillman college in the
educational world has caused
its enrollment to surge to record heights. Only 10 years ago
Stillman was a small junior college with an enrollment of only
125 students mainly from Alabama. Now it is a full four year
liberal arts, co-educational college with a student body of 475.
It is fully accredited by the
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. Its
graduates are awarded B.S. and
A.B. degrees and are fully certified for teaching in public
schools.
The faculty has grown from

1. More home for
the money.
2. Notes cheaper
than rent.
3. Nice neighborhood to rear your
children
4. F.H.A.
Financing.
S. Near Churches.
6. Near Schools.
7. Proposed major
shopping center.
8. College people
choose Lakeview
Gardens.
landSpacious
9.
scaped lots.
10. Split level and
contemporary designed homes.
11. Air conditioning,
garbage disposal,
dishwashers.
12. Styled interiors.
13. 3 and 4 bedroom
homes.
14. 1 and 2 ceramic.
tile baths.
15. Country Club
environment.
16. Paneled den and
fireplace.
17. Carports and
concrete drives.
IS. We take your
present house
in trade.
19. Select hardwood
floors.
20. Quality materials
and workmanship.

Editorial

"

DEDICATION - The Dedicalory sermon for the FriendAssociation,
District
ship
Inc. building was delivered
by Rev. A. E. Campbell (extreme left), pastor of the
Columbus Baptist church and
president of the Tennessee

Regular BM & E Convention,
and vice president of the NaBaptist Convention,
tional
Inc. The District Temple, located on highway at, Eads,
Tenn., is a most beautiful
and colorful edifice with a
dining room and all the most

Sit-Ins

-s
modern conveniences. The
building, is complete. Taking
active parts in the ceremony
were, from left, Rev. Campbell; Rev. R. M. Mann, moderator of the AID Benevolent
Association; Rev. L. R. Donson, pastor Belmont Arlington, Tenn., St. Luke, Coving-

ton, Tenn, and miderator
Friendship District Association, Inc., and Mrs. Eliza Collins, member of the Keel Ave.
Baptist church, president of
the Women's Convention of
Tennessee Regular BM & E
Convention, Inc. (Photo by
Blakeley)

Woodstock News J. D. Smith

Speaker At
A&T College •

(Continued From Page 1)

marks by Mrs. Mattie L. HarBy C. ETTA WHITE
sit there."
Mrs. P.
PTA president;
ris,
& ELAINE MAYHORN
Thirty minutes after the stuSmith, former PTA president;
SOCIETY'
"HONOR
principal of our
dents entered the stores only
On April 27, the charter R. J. Roddy,
acting princiour
and
The
school;
remained.
a curious crowd
members of the Supreme CirDuring the
Hill.
U.
I.
Mrs.
pal,
conNational
standers
the
cle Chapter of
GREENSBORO, N. C. - An
lest interested by
furnished
band
the
school
tea
approxiform of discrimination, the Nashville
great athlete at A&T
all-time
tinued their shopping at Wool- Honor Society tagged
a
most
was
it
all,
All
in
music.
mately 21 new members. This
College will deliver the main
munity rallied behind the Negro collegians in an unworth's leaving the students to
occasion!
enjoyable
was a surprise for most of the
address at the annual All-Sports
precedented show of unity. They got together and
themselves.
We are elated to say that our banquet to be held at the colnew members and everyone enis the greatest.
On lookers at Walgreen's joyed it!
track team
they stuck together.
lege on Friday evening, May 20.
window at
the
to
through
Nashville
visited
They
peeped
were
tagged
"staythose
a
of
for
Some
When leaders of the movement called
J. D. Smith, former Aggie
the five Negro students sitting Estella Woods-junior, E th el participate in the state track
1)
now an All-Pro back
fullback,
away-from-downtown" protes t, Nashville's major (Continued From Page
lights
The
at the lunch counter.
James Peete meet and brought several firsts with the San
Boyd-senior,
Francisco "Fortybusiness district stayed as clear of Negroes as lovers judiced out of a deep and in the Walgreen's lunch count- senio r, Donna Todd-senior, home with them.
who last season
and
Niners"
to
"hate"
need
desperate
stuthe
but
Dorothy Thomason-sophomore, Patsy Guinn won third place ranked number two in rushing
of the symphony shy away from Elvis, the rock'n roll someone else. The hostility of er were turned off
stool
other
every
on
sat
e,
dents
Emma Bridgeforth-sophomor in the broad jump, she jumped in the National Football League,
shouter. When the power of the dollar began to stran- these people-has become an esreading books, sometimes turn- E s the r Guin-senior, George 14.2 and the first place winner will speak at the dinner meet.
personality
their
of
part
sential
gle the economic base of Nashville's shopping nerve
ing to converse with each oth- Shannon-senior, Peggy Hall- jumped 18.7 3-4. In the 75 yard ing.
They even attack those who
center, the door was opened for honest-to-goodness don't hate as they do. Every- er.
sophomore, Irene Turner-sopho- dash Maggie Johnson won third
Seventy - five athletes, memHarris-senior, place, the winner won the raze
more, Shirley
negotiations and all of a sudden that city's power body's an "Uncle Tom" who 'GO UPSTAIRS'
bers of varsity squads for footNorma Sanders-Sophomore and In 8.8 seconds. Para Lee Ware ball, basketball, track and basestructure decided it was all right for Negro and white doesn't hate as they do! Psy- Woodrow Miller, 19, a soph- many others.
won first place in the 220 yard ball, will receive the
chological tests show us that omore at LeMoyne, was sitofficial
customers to sit down and eat side by side.
she did it in 26.1, and wondash,
of
the
by
We, the charter members
people who are driven
monogram, emblematic of varting at Woolworth's.
dash
yard
100
in
the
place
However, in Memphis, the picture is different - need to hate reveal their first "We came into the store at the "Supreme Circle" welcome first
sity competition a n d several
a new record of 11.5. others will be
singled out for
and darker. Somehow, the real spirit of the student and deepest hate as ... them- about noon," he said. "We these new members and ad- setting
record was 11.6.
selves.
erecial awards for extraordiasked the monish other students to study The old
I
and
seats
took
penenot
have
freedom
for
the
fight
and
t
movemen
be
Childhood experiences make
Our girls relay team won nary performance during th
for a cup of coffee. hard and possibly YOU may
trated the minds and hearts and souls of Negroes some people exceedingly in- waitress me to go upstairs to tagged next!
first place. The team consists current seasons.
She told
The. ZoZo's Annual Arthur of Maggie Johnson, Paralee The affair will be held in
here. Our leadership has failed to come up with the secure emotional. If they have
counter. I told her
not been loved, praised and the Negro
Talent Scout show was Ware, Gracie Harris and Elsie Murphy Hall beginning at 7:30
Godfrey
She
technique which will weld our people together once cherished by their parents, if I wanted the coffee here.
held at Owen college May 2. Jean Hall. The relay was WOD p.m., and dancing will follow
and for all. Atlanta is coming right along. Other com- they have been rejected, derid- refused."
My own co-write., Miss Elaine in 54.4.
at the Charles Moore Gymnasthey often come Miller told the Tri-State De- Mayhorn, was the lucky talent
munities in the South are solving this critical ed, despised,
The boys did a wonderful job ium.
to
to think of themselves as basi- fender that students plan
scout from "Woodstock", for also. Alfred Jones won third
problem.
cally unlovable. So, just as a keep sitting until the counters her talent won third place in
place in the high jump. He
crutches,
for Tuskegee, Ala., to particiPerhaps, we need to send a study team into one or lame person needs
are desegregated. He said if the show. As one of the masters
leaped 5'11" and the first place
emofor
search
they
people
unloved
closed
are
counters
of ceremonies, William Terrell, winner jumped 6.1. 3-4, setting pate in the track meet there.
more of these communities and learn what it takes to tional crutches. Prejudice can the
will leave, wait until th e y stated, it was two hits and a
a new record. He won fourth
sell freedom to people who are so unaccustomed to it, serve as such a crutch."
open and return later in the MISS!
in the 440 yard dash
place
remost
is
article
whole
real
The
meaning.
its
they barely take time to ponder
day.
were none other than
hits
The
those
for
vealing and useful
In the 880 run, Jerry Fisher
Actually, we are teaching our youngsters to accept who are disturbed by the Other students taking part our own Walter "Micey" Woods won third. Archie Haymon won Quickly relieve tired, sore, aching
as and Willie Young. The young
muscles with STANBACK Powsegregation when we put them in a segregated parade "faces" of prejudice being en- in the sit-in were identified
first in the mile run and has
SaSoory,
Boyd.
Even
Gloria
Joyce
C.
Heard,
was
MISS
T.
or Tablets. STANBACK'S
ders
perilous
it for three years straight.
and then stand alongside the curbstones and cheer countered during these
Woolworth. though they didn't capture first won
(Synergistic Action) brings
A.
S.
times, that make so many of die Sawyer, at
presented
was
he
them when they march by, stepping lively to the tunes us psychiatric cases. Now, John Hooks, Grace Austin, place, "We think they're stu- This year
more complete relief from
faster,
with a trophy for 1958-1959 and
Stewart Tuly, Willie Miles and pendous, vivacious and fabu- for the 1959-60 track meet.
of their own disrespect.
pain. Remember...Snap back
whatchubet!
Pan Lee Holt at Walg,reen's. lous!
Last week our track team left With STANBACK!
Freedom is man's most precious possession. No
All are Memnhians and attend "SCHOOL PLAY"
matter what role you play - parent, teacher, minister,
The annual high schocl play
LeMoyne college.
was held in the gymnasium
or just one more soldier in the faceless army of workMay 11. The
ing folk - it is your responsibility to make Memphis (Continued From Page 1) though' we had this problem Wednesday night,was "Mystery
title of the play
take
to
have
we'll
but
solved
a better place for our young people. So we've got to
In The Night." Students particwould the last resort."
commissioners
New
teach them that there is no price tag to be placed on then resign and the technique Neighboring Fayette County ipating in the play were from
or junior
freedom. It's too valuable. But in order to teach our has kept Negroes from register- has been ordered to stop di- either the sophomore
both.
or
classes
at
Negroes
against
ng
scriminati
ing for an extended period.
kids, we've first got to learn the lesson ourselves.
The advisors were Mrs. V.
"It looks like we are going to the polls and they are expected
Let's get on with the job and waste no more time have to call for Federal re- to vote for the first time in Jordan and Mrs. N. Williams.
both are English teachers of
ferees," Mr. Estes said. "We recent years on August 1.
about it.
the high school department
"PROM"
The annual "Junior-Senior
Prom" this year will be held in
our gymnasium on the night of
May 20. The theme for this
year is, "Dancing In The
Dark". The students will enjoy
the latest in classical and modern jazz music rendered by
HENRY CLAY
Charles Keel and his orchestra.
Featured on drum will be our
Brilliant Senator
own band director J. Lartigue
and statesman of
This is promised to be the cul
the early 1800's
tural affair held on our campus
for the school year 1959-60.
"OPEN-HOUSE"
On April 24, from 2 until 4
p.m., the students and faculty
of this great institution eeld
Open House for our many
friends and visitors. ExhilAs
were shown in the rooms of
each division of grades one
through 12.
Afterwards, from 4 until 6
Light • Mild•90 Proof
p.m., the Annual PTA Spring
Tea was held in the auditorium.
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
The tea was preceded by cho
OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT, KY.,DISTR. BY NATIONAL DIST. PROD.CO
rug groups, readings and re-

Shadows

ACHING MUSCLES

Group

TASTE THE
CREATNESS

Priced from

47,450
•
NOTES AS
LOW AS
$49
Per Month

WE TRADE

of historic

OLD
CROW
America's
preferred
bourbon

FURS FOR MILDAY - Members of the Les Voguettes
Club are seen examining furs
of Earl Thompson of Kansas
City. Mo., in the home of Mrs.
T. .1. Beauchamp, in prepara-

tion for the organizations annual fashion show and announcement of the "Ten Best
Dressed Women," to be held
Sunday May 29, at 8 p.m. at
Tropicana.
Club
Currie's

Fashions for the show will be
courtesy of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Thompson, who sell a fine line
of clothing in their shop in
Kansas City. Seen left to right
are Miss En tine Hooks,

You don't need glasses
to see why...

Mr.
A. M. Peeples,
Miss
Thompson, Mrs. J. C. Springfield, Miss Evelyn BagsbY,
Miss Gertha Sermons, Mrs.
Martell Jones, Miss Elaine
Fields and Mrs. Beauchamp.

TRI-STATE

DIRECTIONS:
Drive south on Highway
41 to Horn Lake Road,
south on Horn Lake to
ono block south of Gaeta'. School.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS

Approved For Veterans!
Learn The Barbering Profession
Under GI Bill At The Top Barber
College In The Nation.

Cords
and Ports

WOLFE
HOMES, INC.
IX 74343
NIILDOIS"

NOW!

RADIOS TOASTERS PERCULATORS FANS

&owls Beaters
eRI Ports

Vacuum Sags Hose
and Ports

Open
Serving
Nites
You
Free
Since '32
Parking
760 Union Ave. -J A 7-2631-2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507
Radio and TV Tubes Chtec4441 Fro*

For

Information Contact

TYLER BARBER COLLEGE

BANK
386 BEALE STREET
Is a leader in banking services
• HIGHEST
LOWEST NEW

•

CAR FINANCING
$5 PER $100 PER YEAR

INTEREST

ON

SAVINGS

• HOME IMPROVEMENT
LOANS

• NO MINIMUM
BALANCE

• FREE P ARKING • CHECKING ACCOUNTS

Accounts Insured Up 'to $10,000
Complete • Courteous • Confidential Banking Services
Member of Federal Dep. Ins. Corp.

156 Beale-Mrs. Louis Donahue, Mgr.
JA. 5-9251
Colleges
The World's Largest Chain 04 Barber

NO.

It

1
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STUDENTS TOUR
member of the pep squad mixWednesday, members of the ed choruse, English Club, and
F.B.L.A., along with other stu- science. In the Who's Who elecdents in the commerce classes, tion, she was chosen as "Miss
made a tour of Universale Life Brain." The students of ManasInsurance Company. This was sas High salute you Edna, for
a very enjoyable trip. These being such a charming young
Students learned much about lady.
the company and they also The Manassas Tigers played
to learned about the many types Lester's team, and
defeated
A special meeting of ripre j uate and undergraduate chapk of machines they had.
them by a score of 14-1. Theosentatives of all the Tennessee; ters of Tennessee.
The instructors of the com- dore McKnight pitched a very
chapters ot Alpha Phi Al Asa Walter Washington.
Southern
merce department are, Mrs. M. good seven innings allowing
fraternity was held in Mem;bis vice-president elect, made
these
Graham, and Mrs. M. Ulen. only one hit from the defeated
recently in the lecture hall of suggestions as to what
such an
Some . of the officers of the team.
the LeMoyne college adminis- organization could promote.
F.B.L.A., are: Lucy Barber, Outstanding
players were
tration building. Southern Reg- Such an organization
could
president; Carol Jackson, vice Chester Visor, and James Walkional director Robert F. Jacox, serve to reclaim inactive
brothpresident; Rosie Blanchard, er, both hitting a homerun a
who called the meeting to or- ers by setting up such p
r osecretary; Charles Pole. busi- piece. Other players are: Joe
;der, told the representatives jects and promoting such
acness manager; and Benjamin Griffin, Frank McRee, George
present that the purpose of the tivities which would
serve to
Lanier, treasurer.
Wainwright, Johnny Carter and
meeting was to organize a stimulate interest and
enhance
Jessie Laird.
JUNIOR-SENIOR PROM
state association which will brotherhood.
Everyone now islalking about WHO'S WHO AT THE PROM:
help to coordinate the 11 grad- Citing the many
prominent
the feature attraction of the Cooperative — Ernest WithAlphas in varied fields of enBEAUTICI
month, the Junior-Senior Prom. ers and
ANS
Rosie
MEET — The Mrs. Pearl Jackson, vice man sick committee. and Nice president
Blanchard;
deavor, Washington suggested
of No. 5; and
The prom will be held at Cur-;Friendship — Oliver
Haney Excelsior Chapter No. 2 of pres.; Mrs. Margaret Pem• Mrs. Geneva Williams, chap- Mrs. Ruby
that a employment bureau in
Stanback
of
Chapries tonight beginning at 8 p. m. and Mattalyn McKinney; Witt- Beauticians held its Annual broke, pres.; Mrs. Teretha lain. Gifts were presented to
in the state could be set up to
ter No 3. Mrs. Addle Owens
The juniors and seniors will be est — McArthur Smith and Installation service recently Downey, sec. Standing, from Mrs. Pembroke and to Mrs.
was the mistress of ceremonCLEVELAND, Ohio. — (UPI) recommend top-flight positions
clad in their very charming Betty
Shannon;
Neatest — at the YWCA. Atty. H. T. left, Mrs. Selena Baker, re- Ficrence McGinnis by M r s. ies. A delightful
Presbyeterians from all to brothers finishing school. A
menu
was
clothes fit for the occasion. The Robert Walls and Elizabeth Lockard installed the officers. porter; Mrs. Florence McGin- Bankhead. Three presidents served
consisting of f ried parts of the country began ar- state social affair was also
fellows have let the young Prudent (B.T.W.); Best Dresses Officers taking seats were, nis supervisor; Mrs, A I in e of other chapters were on chicken
with all the trim riving Monday for the 172nd recommended.
•
ladies stew awhile before they — Rodgers Lewis and Selonia from left seated, M r s. Jefferson, financial secretary; hand in the persons of Mrs.
mings. Mrs. Selena Baker, general assembly of the Unit- The representatives present
Popular
Webster,
Amanda
—
a special date for this Cox;
Ervin Baker
treasurer; Mrs. Alice Littlejohn, chair- Ruby L. Bankhead, chapter reporter. (Staff
photo by ed Presbyterian Church in the selected as the name of the or( night.
m ade Everyone is expected to and Bobbie Gary; Most GentleNo. 7; Mrs. Clara Nunnaley, George E. Hardin)
ganization, the Tennessee AssoU.S.A.
have a
grand
time.
The man and Ladylike —
ciation of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraweather, we are hoping, will and Carol Jackson; Flirtest —
ternity, Inc
be fit just perfect for the oc- Charles Poole and Annie Pearl
The following officers were
casion, and the music will be Baker; Talented — Theodore
elected. Chairman, Wiley BowMcKnight and Viola Trueheart;
just grand.
den Tau Lambda, Nashville;
All of you Seniors come on Versatile — Albert Thompson
[Assoc. Chairman, P er son
out to the prom, for the Juniors and Edna Madison, Mr. and
Kemp, Beta Phi, Jackson; Sechave said, "this is going to be Miss Brains — Walter Plumretary, Monroe Senter, Alpha
mer and bell Jones; Most
a very enjoyable affair."
Mu Lambda, Knoxville; Treashandsome
and
Prettiest —
SPOTLIGHT
urer, Edison Morrison, Alpha
This week's spotlight turn to Robert Simpson and Shirley Cuba today offers the most out Cuba and special events in groups who have been invited
'Delta Lambda, Memphis; Pubfantastically attractive travel- Havana.
to this freedom celebration.
a 17 year old senior, Edna Bonner.
lic Relations Director, Charles
bargain
you'll
find
anywhere.
Special low rates have been This marks the first time that
Elizabeth Madison. Edna re- Rodgers Lewis, have you deC. Washburn, Alpha Delta
sides with her parents, Rev. cided on which girl you will The land which its discoverer, worked out with travel agenc- an official of a country h a s
Lambda, Memphis ;and Chaptake to the Prom? I was asked Christopher Columbus, called ies throughout the country. gone all out to invite Negroes
and Mrs. W.
lain, Rev. J. L. Powell, T a u
by a student, which young lady the most beautiful the human Some of them are running
L.. Madison of
Lambd. , Nashville.
spe- to his country with an assurhas your noise open, Patricia eye has ever set-n. is tourist cial chartered planes to accom- ance of first class
355 Leath St.
BOARD OF ADVISORS
treatment
rich
Bowles
every
in
sense
or
of
Barbara
the
-word modate organizations a n
Flecher?
She is a memWest Tennessee: Thomas Perd
as
first
class
citizens.
—fabulous hotels, well appoint
TOP TEN FELLOWS
ber of the Shikins, Alpha Delta Lambda,
Robert Walls, Steve Sanders, ed restaurants, beaches, clubs,
loh Baptist
Lemphis; Johnny Watson, Beta
Ernest Withers, Edward Stew- sight-seeing, sports, and a semiChurch where
Xi, Memphis.
ard, William Scott III, Charles tropical climate with an annual
she serves as
Middle Tennessee: William
"Cool" Poole, Willie Shinnault, temperature of approximately
pianist.
D. McKinney, Tau Lambda,
Edward Friends, Clinton Tay- 75 degrees.
After
eradNashville; Cupid Poe, Beta OmCuba is a country completely
lor, and Haywood Crowder.
iation she plans
icron, Nashville.
endowed with everything. Howto further her
TOP TEN CO-EDS
East Tennessee: J. L. Pitts,
education
atMiss Midison
Corrine Smith, Carol Jack- ever, one of its most important MURFREE
Alpha Mu Lambda, Knoxville.
SBORO, Tenn. —,support non- violent, passive
Michigan
State
The meeting was climaxed
university, son, Carol Bass, Rosie Brews- advantages is that it is a place Support of
student sit - in resistive, christian movements THE WRIGHTS (Mr. and A beautiful buffet dinner was
where
every
man
receive
will
where she will major in math. ter, Sarah
with a banquet at the L a k eMcNairy,
Faith
demonstrat
ions has come from — aimed at: (1) respect for Mrs. William) celebrated served to
Here at Manassas, she is major- Jackson,
the honorees and view Country club, with Alpha
Rosie
Blanchard, first class treatment as a first
ing in math, and minoring in Shirley Armour, Vera Hender- class citizen. This is so from the 30,000 member Tennessee the dignity of all individuals their 61st wedding anniver• members of the immediate Delta Lambda chapter serving
Congress
of
Colored
Parents and (2) equal opportunities for sary recently in the home of family. Open house was held
gay colorful Havana, the capital
science and education. She has son, and Lucy Barber.
as host.
and Teachers. During its 30th all in education, vocation, re- Mrs. Mark Donaldson, Humcity through every island.
Won awards in math and also in
from 4.7 p.m., as many
The newly-elected officers
annual
conference
the
group
creation,
residence and public boldt, Tenn., a long time friends came to call. A lovely will be held in Nashville on
Unlike some of the press rea typing contest.
passed
the
following resolu- utilities. Thus we urge the friend of the Wright family, array
ports about the people of this
Around the school she is a
of girts was received May 21 on the Fisk university
granting of protection and freeLatin nation, the people a r e tion:
member of the National Honor
campus.
by the happy pair.
Realizing
that
the
world
has dom to exercise these rights.
among the friendliest in the
Society, parlimentarian of the
NEW ORLEANS, La.—(UPI) world and are in no way hos- plunged into a New Age — that Be it known publicity
Mu Aftha Thea, business manthat
will be held at South Side
HAVE TO TRY IT
ager of the Double Ten Society, —Federal District Judge J. tile to Americans. In fact, the we cannot go backward, we we, the Tennessee Congress of
Baptist church, Sunday May
must
go
forward—t
hat dignity Colored Parents and Teachers,
Skelly Wright Monday ordered government
demands
that
TO BELIEVE III
22. The 3 o'clock speaker will
New Orleans public schools to Americans be treated with re- and understanding must be re- feel proud to be a part of a
be 0. Z. Evers. The General
integrate their first grade clas- spect despite the political chess stored if American democracy generation, where the youth
game which is going on be- is to be saved. Realizing too, of this generation, is willing to
Theme will be "Ready For
HURTING YOU? ses in September.
Wright, holding true ..to his tween the two governments. that Tennessee, as a vital part stand on a house top and let 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111 Service." The Public is invited
of this total picture, must the world know
fransahrt• promise that he would
RUA.BLADE
that they want
come With everything it has to of- make progress
to come out and Hear this
along with the to be free
ROOI
METROPOLITAN
Cuba
fer,
today
cheapest
the
Is
up with a plan of his own if
few drops of OUTGROS bring blamed
rest of the world in the realm
An elaborate Spring Tea will great Speaker. South Side is
lef from tormenting pain of ingrown refl.
the school board didn't submit vacation spot on this hemisOUTORO toughens the skin underneath the
of moral, ethics and spiritual
phere
Europe.
present,
in
given at the Metropolitan located at 3209 Ford road.
or
be
At
sail, allosin the nail to be rot and thus proone by Monday, ordered intevum further pain and diecomfort. OUTORO
guidance, pledge to exert our MAY DAY AT
Baptist Church Sunday, May
Is available at all drug counters
gration
for the first grade the Cuban Tourist Commission eneigies to tasks that are
Bro. Roy Tolbert, general
need- PATTERSON HIGH
has started a permanent tour22 from 4 — 6 p. m. The afonly.
chairman: Rev. J. T. Freeist promotional plan that's fan- ed to be done.
held
be
will
fair,
which
on
the
Principal Chastine Thompson
tastic in scope. This plan in- We, the Tennessee Congress of T. W. Patterson, jr., High lower level of the Educational man, pastor.
10 for 694
of
Colored
Parents and TeachI eludes a special $1.00 bonus per
building, will benefit Missions
FITS ALL SILLETTE RAZORS
school
announced
Church
Notes,
See
Page
activities
4
for
person per night at any of Its ers, with the membership of
and education. The public is
fabulous hotels. Also a 15 per- nearly 30,000 parents and teach- their May Day celebration this invited.
cent commission on all prepaid ers, in session in Murfressboro, week. These are the activities Mrs. Isabel Flagg is chairall-inclusive tours of the coun- Tennessee in its 30th Annual that students will participate in man of the tea; Mrs. Willie
try. Now, special low summer Convention, resolve to promote on May
25: May Pole wrapping, B. Roby, co-chairman; Mrs.
rates are in effect with hotel the welfare of children and
Hattie Shields, publicity chairrates ranging from five to eight youth in the home, school, crowning and gynmastics. The man.
church
and community. To this celebration will start promptly
dollars per night per person in
SOUTH SIDE
end — we strongly endorse and at 2 p.m.
luxury spots.
The third Annual Men's Day
Going into May 20th, the anni- —
versary of the Cuban independ• Why do some Harlem women marry
enct, Premier Castro, himself
Lis inviting Americans to visit
African men'
Cuba and take part in their gi• Why do most Negroes regard New
gantic celebration. The period
York as a hostile world>
from the 20th through the long
• Why are many Harlemites dead-set
weekend of the 30th will be
against integration?
marked by carnivals through-

Alphas Ses Up Work
1 Bureau For Brothers

a

i

Presbyterians Start
172nd Meet In Ohio

Describe Cuba As Top Vacation
pot; Equal Treatment For All

State PTA Racks
Student Sit -

Orders Integration
In New Orleans

INGROWN NAIL

SAVE NOW

588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend
Each Account Insured To $10,000

ette

An African
sizes up Harlem

AT

MUTUAL
FEDERAL

You

CHURCH
NOTES

Lambda Upsilon Chapter

Block U.S. Newsmen
TOKYO — (UPD—Commun•
IA China said no American
newsmen would be allowed to
enter Red China unless the U.S.
allows Red China's newsmen to
enter the U.S.
A giant clam may weigh as
much as 600 pounds

Season Opens June 24
Southland Racing's

(Henderson Business College, Inc.)
of
Chi Rho International Fraternity
Presents

"Lambda Upsilon's Evening At The Tropicana"
Friday Night
10:00 P.M.

Jazz Show and Dance
May 27, 1960 Currie's Club Tropicana
Donation $1.00

(Benefit Henderson Business College Library Fund)

ANNOUNCING

These are some of the questions African
novelist Peter Abrahams asks — and answers — in the June Holiday. Be sure
to find out what on African thinks about
life inside Harlem
YOU'LL ENJOY THE JUNE

HOLIDAY
On sole sow. A Curtis Magaaas.

season Opens June 24

NAME THE CLUB HOUSE CONTEST

(Greyhound Racing At It s Best)
SOUTHLAND HAS A NEW CLUB HOUSE - WE WANT YOU TO GIVE IT A NAME
IF THE NAME YOU SUBMIT IS, USED YOU'LL WIN •
(Contest Closes June 17)
Plus: A Life-Time Pass

It's Easy

OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK

Clip and Mail the Entry Blank -- To
Southland's Name The Club House Contest
Club House Contest
NAME:
My name for Southland New Club House Is:
c/o Tri-State Defender ADDRESS:
1.
CITY and STATE:
P. O. Box 311
1.
PHONE:
• Memphis, Tennessee
3.

> FREE
$10000

CASH
Decision of the Judges
Is FINAL.
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Teaching Grants To
2 LeMoyne Seniors
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Mrs. Margaret Falls of Bethel
CHRIST 'TS MPLE
istress of
Presbyterian was
ay,
and•-"eiyoued
—
Tuesday
On
May 17-18, at 7:30 P. in.', Miss ceremonies. Mrs.. Ruth Scott
Naomi Doles, a native Virgin- is the reporter. Rev. C. L. Carian and member of the Chriat hee is the pastor.
Temple, will tell of her experiences as a missionary in SALEM GILFIELD
will be
May 22,
Monrovia, Liberia, West Sunday,
Africa. She is presently in the Young Peoples Day at the
United States on leave. The Salem Gillield Baptist church
public is cordially invited to
Miss of 937 Florida st. The guest
information
hear the
speaker will be Miss Alice
give.
will
Doles
Baptist
Mrs. Anna Morris has named Morgan of St. John
be
will
Morgan
Miss
church.
Annual
of
general chairman
Miss Bobby Ann
--Women's Day. The occasion introduced by
in the Banks.
celebrated
will be
church sanctuary on Sunday, A reception for the speaker
July 24. Mrs. Lurline Thur- will follow the service. Miss
mond will serve as co-chair- Dorothy Herenton is the chairman. Miss Phyllis A. Reed is
man.
Rev. A. L. Mcco-chairman.
the
marked
3,
Tuesday, May
ending of the Adult Education Cargo is the minister.
Mrs. MT. PISGAH CME
classes of the church.
Anna Willis, Mrs. Carolyn HayMt. Pisgah CME church Goswood.
pel Choir is presenting a musMrs. Willie and Mrs. Hay- ical Sunday, May 22, at 7:30
wood are county school teach- p. m. at the house of worship.
ers. The class was entertained Miss Mary Wadsworth of Cane
by the Sunday School Depart- Creek will be mistress of
ment. Plans are being made to ceremonies. There will be no
offer special classes during admission. L. H. Johnson is the
director. Miss Onhelia Arnettis
Summer vacation,
The Women's Auxiliary of is pianist. Mrs. Maggie Douglas
its is the president. The church is PILGRIM KING and Queen of Parkway Ir.. The king. Master Queen Drive. She Is superinChrist Temple celebrated
located at the corner of Park the Pilgrim Rest Missionary Emanuel Anderson, jr., was tended of the children's divirecently.
Eighth Anniversary
sion. A flower pageant folMrs. Melvina Ross of Gospel Avenue and Marchelneil st.
Baptist church, 1484 Pillow st. crowned by Rev. Hammond in
guest EBENEZER BAPTIST
was
Temple church
were crowned last week. Su- the absence of the pastor, lowed the crowning of the
was The Male Chorus of the Eb- perintendent of the Sunday Rev. J. L. Lindsey. Emanuel royalty at the church. It was
subject
speaker. Her
"Have You Counted The Cost?" enezer Baptist church will ob- school, E. W. Boykins crown- is the son of Mrs. Alma An- under the direction of M r s.
serve its Seventh Anniversary, ed the Queen. Miss Debra derson of 458 West Brooks rd. Alder Flynn, superintendent
Sunday, May 22, at 3 p. m. Rev. Jo Boyd daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Anderson was also the of the adult division,
West Mrs. Robert Boyd of 89 South sponsor of the King and
H. Harvey, pastor of
Caanan and Promiseland Baptist churches of Millington,
will deliver the AnniverTenn.,
liere's blessed relief from tortures of vaginal
itch, rectal itch. chafing, rash and eczema sary message.
with an amazing new scientific formula
Both of his churches will accalled LANACANE.This fast-acting, stairsless medicated creme kills harmful bacteria company him. Trinity
CME
erms while it soothes raw, irritated and
inflamed skin tissue. Set scratching-40 church male chorus will also
speeds healing. Don't suffer another minute. be guest for
occasion.
the
.Gec LANACANE today at all drug stores.
Fletcher Parson is the president and Thomas Harris is
chairman of the program.
The Ebenezer Baptist church
has chosen Sunday. May 29, as
its Men's Day. The men will
be in charge of the entire day's
AM Colors end Color
Combinations
service. Highlighting the morn- "He came unto His own, His peel up In the fact that there ,
des for Ushers sod
ing service will be a pantomine own seemed Him not but as are many people who do not
organizations
during the 11 o'clock service. It
many as received Him gave want to be impressed. To them
OMEN FURNITURE DEPT. is entitled "I Will Arise Rnd Go
He them power to become
Polods, Pews, Come. Telles Home." Dynamic Larry Risby
they have the answers to all of
sons of God." John 1:11-12.
Lowest Prices Avoiloblo will marrate the pantomine.
John speaks of Jesus as the life's problems. They do not
WRITE FOR FREE WALK
Rev. 0. C. Crivens. pastor of Word that became flesh a n d need anything outside of themSPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS St. Stephen Baptist church, dwelt among us. In his intro- selves to add fullness to life.
7111 M
37 Alabama It., S.W. will speak at 3 p. m. Clinton ductory verses he holds high
Life is full on to the extent
Weathers.
Atlanta 3, Isar& Guy is chairman of Men's Day
expectations of Jesus. He did that we give Jesus a place in
._ and Alfred Hunter is co-chair- not go very far before dejec- our lives. Those people who fail
man.
tion set in and he described to give Jesus a place in their
Other chairmen are Thomas Jesus as coming to His own lives usually end up doing
Harris, Eli Shaw, Rev. James and His own received Him not. something drastic — jumping
Trueheart. Jessie Bonner. sr., But here in the next phrase you off of bridges, turning on gas,
Leroy Munson, A. Copeland, see the words which made Je- or shooting themselves. A
Leo Hunter, Fletcher Parson, sus Jesus — but as many as knowledge of Jesus or a fellowL. Reed, L. D. Bradford, received Him gave Re them ship with Him prevents people
For faster, more complete relief of Ned
Horton, Ervin Dyson, power to become sons of God. from doing these drastic things.
Sidney
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders. Herman Haves, Johnnie Hay- The true spirit of Jesus must When people fail to allow themSTANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action) den, Jessie Horton, C. T. Har- be the spirit of each of us. selves to sink to the realm of
—the combined action of severe ris and Mrs. B. Hampton.
Many people with whom I doing the ungodly they also almedically-approved ingredients in
come in contact daily fail to
low themsels es to mova up io'
one easy-to-take dose—eases anxiety
accept those who disagree with the realm of becoming sons of
and tension, starts bringing relief FRAT BALL
here disBeta Xi. undergraduate chap- them as friends. Jesus
tight away. $,0 liescA 0,4
God.
a Chrisof
spirit
real
the
plays
ter of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternTo become a 'Son of God' one
Test
STANBACK
its annual tian. We are Christians only to must fully accept the spirit of
present
will
ity,
against any
Graduation Ball, May 30. at the point that we are able to Jesus fully. Failure to do this
preparation
you've ever
Currie's. The dance will stast have our disagreements a n d deprives a person of enjoying
used
at 9 p.m , with Ben Brancii's still maintain our balance. The the finer things of life. AcceptJohnnie real measurement of a Chris- ance of these enable us to have
playing.
orchestra
Watson of LeMovne College as tian is wrapped up in the fact life on its highest plane.
that we are able to be bigger
Beta Xi president.
As many as received Jesus
than our enemies.
were rewarded. If one must
The real mission of Jesus live life at its fullest he mustl
would never have been realized follow Jesus. This does not carhad He taken time to refute ry- with it following afar off but
His enemies. Today we live in rather following to the point
an era when we must forget that we are in a position to
our enemies and strive to rise hear what Jesus has to say and,
above the small things that feel what lie means to each of
haunt us daily. When we do us. The tragic thing about our
JANA PORTER,
this our enemies are put to world today is that many penflight. No one can make little pie follow but follow so far off
of us when we stand for that that their following is in vain.
which is right — so it was with The following experienced by
Jesus. The life of a Christian many people is only to the ex- ,
is meaningful only to the ex- tent that we do the minimum.
tent that along life's highway Doing the minimum has little
we exhibit those virtues that I worth for any of us. There are
make us bigger men. The big- people thioushout the world toger men of our day are really day who spend all of their timej
just doing the least they can I
the men who matter.
What a different world this iget by.
Jesus is the man who looks
would have been had Jesus concerned Himself with persecut-'down upon each of us seeing
ing those who rejected Him. us doing what we can in terms j
we
But this was not the case. Ile ,of the materials with which
centered His activities upon im- have to work. Countless thouspressing those who wanted to ands people today could do
betbe impressed. One of the big- much to make this world a
gest tragedies of today is wrap- ter place in which to live

ITCHING Torture
Stopped like Magic

CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS

Two of LeMoyne College's,Sr., of 1213 E. Trigg Ave., regraduating seniors have been ceived his assistantship to University of Southern California.
granted teaching assistantships Benjamin Ward, step-son of
which will enable them to study Walter Echols, 730 Walker Avefor the master's degree. Both nue, will attend the graduate
school of North Carolina Colare mathematics majors.
Ronald B. Anderson, son of lege at Durham.
teaching
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Anderson, Both will carry
loads, probably on the freshman level, along with their studies.
Mr. Anderson is vice presiPAT HARRIS
dent of Beta Kappa Chi Scientific Society, president of the LeMoyne Honor Society and a
member of Omega Psi Phi fraternity.
Mr. Ward is a member of
Who's Who and Phi Beta sigma fraternity and president of
three organizations: Bette KapThe Twenty - Second annual Pa Chi Scientific Society, AlWoman's Day of St. Stephen pha Kappa Mu Honor Society
and the Pre-Alumni club.
Baptist church, 508 North Third
St. will be held Sunday, May
Patricia Ann Harvis wore the
22. Guest speaker for the event
key to the Baptist Congress to
will be Mrs. Jennie Broadnax
Buffalo, N. Y., recently, sponVance of Humboldt, Tenn and
sored by the Sunshine Mother
s'
a member of the First Baptist
Child Welfare Circle of the
church of Brownsville. The proStephens Baptist church, 508 N.
gram gets under way at 3 p.m.
Third st.
Theme for the event is LOVE
Patricia, 14, is the daughter
For He that Loventh not know- LONDON — (UPI) — A cele- of Mrs. Ruby McPherson Hareth God; For God is Love.
brity cast of 262, including four ris and the granddaughter of
Rev. O. C. Crivens, pastor; American performers, enter- Mrs. Cola Hudson. She is a
Mrs. Bethel M. Hunt, chairman tained Queen Elizabeth
and freshman at Father Bertrand
of women's day; Mrs. Helen W. Prince Philip Monday at the high school. The proud little
West, chairman of Program; 31st annual performance of the delegate's hobbies are cooking
and Mrs. Mildred McCoy, chair- Royal Variety show.
and music. She sings in the junThe Americans, Nat "King" ior choir and is a member of
man of publicity.
Cole, Sammy Davis, Jr., Liber- the intermediate Sunday school
ace and Robert Horton,
all class at St. Stephens.
HIGH ALTITUDE
were presented to the Queen.
Santa Fe — This ancient city,
The twohour charity show, Chicago—Corn is grown in
the capital of New Mexico, is televised for the first time, rais- every one of the American relocated at a point with an alti- ed an estimated $87,200 for the publics as well as in most of
tude over 7,900 feet
the countries of the world.
Artists Benevolent Fund.

Women's Day
May 11 At
St. Stephen

Sends,Youth
To New York
As Delegate

Nat,Sammy
Entertain Liz

C THOMAS PAIGE

Favorite Gift Stamps Of
This Entire Section
Of The Nation.

470-dienwoie
HEADACHE

t.01(

Yes Madame,
Golden Brown Is Crepe
Nicholas with tender chopped chicken rolled up inside
and piping hot cheese sauce
over all. So good, Dad and
the small-fry will enjoy them
made with Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour for supper tonight. It only takes a
few minutes to ptepare this
delicious, tempting supper.
MENU
Crepe Nicholas
Broccali with Onion Sauce
Waldorf Salad
Coffee (for you and Dad)
Milk (small-fry)

Home Makers SAVE More
Quality Stamps Than
Any Other Kind.
Firms GIVE Quality
Stamps And
No Other
Kind.

CREPE NICHOLAS
1 C. Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour
2 eggs
1 tsp. salt
1 C. milk
Mix flour and salt, add
milk and stir until perfectly
smooth. Add eggs and heat
thoroughly. Heat 5 inch or
pan.
frying
other small
Grease with few drops of
oil and pour in just enough
batter to cover pan with very
thin layer. Tilt pan so that
mixture spreads evenly when
cooked on one side, toss or
turn with spatula and cook

on other side. Cook pancakes one by one. On each
pancake place one tablespoon chopped cooked chicken. Roll up and arrange
close together in shallow
baking dish. When ready to
serve pour over piping hot
cheese sauce and brown
slightly in broiler.
CHEESE SAUCE: Add 3-4
C. mild cheese grated or cut
in cubes to 1 recipe of white
sauce. Reheat in double
boiler until cheese melts.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter

Radio 148, It's Great!

LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8.30 --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.
•
HEAR
HUNKY DORY
GOLDEN 6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER
11 A.M.-1:30 P.M.
BOB
GIRL
•
YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 A.M. -- 11 A.M.
4:00 A.M.-6:00 A.M.
1 :30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.
•
HUNKY
DORY

DON'T MISS
DICK "Cane" COLE
3:30 P.M.-7:00 P.M.

sylirP4,
.
"
‘lso,
•.

made

with
CANE"
COLE

MINE'S AT STEIN'S
Fur Shop ... Protect YOUR valuable furs
... call the MID-SOUTH'S
This Summer.
ONLY Accredited Master Furrier. Bonded Pickup service at ...

STEIN'S FUR SHOP
96 So. Main

Treat the Family to a Delicious Sulu,/

Ph. JA 6-1159

are invited to come to the studios on
YOUTHFUL TALENT — These youngsters appeared re- stars or groups
to audition for the program. The
afternoons
Thursday
Station
Radio
Star
over
Talent Show
cently on the Big
A. C. 'Moohals. Williams. Those
by
emceed
is
WDIA. Rig Star Food Stores of Memphis and the Mid. program
are: Carla Thomas, Percy Wiggins,
picture
above
the
on
mornSaturday
this
opportunity
every
take
area
South
Doris Porter, and Jerry
ing at 11:30 a. m., to present to the listeners of WDIA Payola Greene, Joy Harvey,
and their thrifty shoppers this excellent program of fine Mitchell.
talented youngsters of the Mid-South. Talented young-
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DEFENDER

The Mother's Day classic held know of children of preschool
Sot., May 21, 1960
at First Baptist church in age to bit prepared to enter
Brownsville was a huge success
when school opens in the Fall.
In every way. Mrs. Alberta
Jamison of 1)yer, was at her The teachers and students of
best as Mistress of ceremonies Stigall high school have startand the entire program w a s ed their Summer vacations.
worth anybody's effort made to School closed Tuesday, May 4.
Some of the students have alsee it.
Little 11.year-old Anna Cath- ready left town on vacation.
erine Long formed the first part Joyce and Gwendolyn Thomas
in: are in Illinois.. Peggy White is
wbe
ithauftoduurilynum
of
in Dayton, Ohio. Others .will be
ethpaiTgrwaemre
hers
terpreted. The second part was leaving soon. C. H. Williams,
a dedication to Mothers. Solos science teacher . at Stigall in
Carol Ann Rawls (Ave Ma- making preparation to return to A pessimists definition of Mrs. Willie B. Seat and Mr,
by
NASHVILLE - One of the de-( dressed. Most helpful as a junria, Jean Young, (For My Fisk university to continue his Summer - A season hoped for, Mack Seat of Benton Harbor,
lightful things about working in ior hostess was little Karlyn
Mother) and Anna Catherine study under the . Science Foun- but not to be realized in 1960. Mich., Mrs. Senaina hoe
a college is the number of Henry.
and
(Mother
of Mine), were very dation Scholarship Program. I A boost to the heating utilities
charming and interesting people The Fine Arts club is really
Virginia lvie of Ridgely, Tenn.,
and
teachers
sure
stuother
am
bills,
a
close-up
of
storage
good. Choral numbers were:
one gets a chance to meet. We a club dedicated to the Arts and
She's My Nlommee by little dents will be going to sum - houses for winter clothing. Yes, Mrs. Lossie B. Barnett and son
look at our students every day they have quite an impressive
of Detroit, Mr. and Mrs. Desota
ones from 5-7 years of age, with mer school will report them as we are shivering here.
and try to get to know some- membership (interracial). I was
they leave.
However
the
Landis
Beverly
and
Claudette
Adams of Topeka, Kans., Mr.
children
around
thing about them, but I- believe guest at their annual Closing
Milton Bond, coach and phys- Dyer - Rosenwald are warm and Mrs. Prince A. Danner
Jones. singing a duet, followed
the best measuring rod ii-V-11,7 en Party this week which was held
of
by soios by Phyllis Rawls, Mary ice education teacher, a n d with excitement for the 1 o n g- Chi rleston, S. C.; Mrs. Lel a
we get to meet and talk with in the home of Mrs. Eddie GoAnn Winfield and Myra Reid, Miss Vivian Graves, the corn- awaited night is almost here. Clark and Mrs. Katie Northeross
parents.
ins on Villa Place. The ClariThis number was composed rnerce teacher at Stigall, who This is the night that one young of St. Louis, Mo. Visiting with
Louise Beale's father,
Trio
under the direction of
Dr.', net
by
Mrs. Vance. .The second resigned, were honored by the man will be crowned Mr. Dyer- Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Ellington
Beale, from Los Angeles was Mr. Francisco from A&I State
choral number was a group of faculty of Stigall with a party Rosenwald and a young lady from St. Louis, was her brothin town a few days ago. He university furnished the music
girls standing in the form of last night in the home of Mr. will be crowned Miss Dyer. er, Mr. Allen Wilkins.
had just flew in from St. Louis for the occasion. It was really
an "M" for mother singing and Mrs. George Cooper. As the Rosenwald. Wish I knew, good
where he was attending a meet-excellent.
THE SICK
"Wonderful Mother of Mine," guest arrived they found t h e thing I don't, I might tell you.
ing at Homer G. Phillips hos-1 Arna Bontemps is club presiI
promise
I
Mrs. Annie Agnew, M r a.
will
tell
you
all
dining
table
laden
hot
with
fish,
with
Franeene Givens singing
pital. Louise is a freshman and dent, Mrs. John Work served
the solo part.
spaghetti, pickles and other rel- about it next week. Those young Roma Powell, Mrs. Rueben Ad.
this is her first time away from as co-hostess, Miss Frances
persons that participated in the ams, Mrs. Martha Moore, Mesome. She was really thrilled Thompson read a meditation
The third group was larger ishes,.bread, and an assortment Mother's
Day Classic sponsor- srs. Will Whitlock, Robert Coledespite the fact that it will soon taken from an article by Dr. LODI BROWN models a
of
drinks.
girls
dedicating
their
number to
bouf- Meharry Surgeon and Cancer
ed by Mrs. W. S. Vance in man, Mrs. Willie Phillips. Mrs.
be time go to home.
Vincent Norman Peale.
fant white little girl's party Specialist. Mrs. William H. the mothers of mothers singing Games were enjoyed. Present Brownsville last Sunday
were Monis Skinner • Jordan is doI went to worship at Firs tl Among the charming visitors frock and a jeweled white Fort, Instructor in Dressmak- "Mother of Pearl" with Sally Were Mr. and Mrs. Charlie F. John Etta
Jamison, accompan- ing nicely.
Baptist church on Sunday were: Mrs Corley from N e w sweater at Fisk university ing and Designing at A&I Burns singing the solo. This Jones, Mr. and Mrs. U. M.
ied by her parents, Mr. and Our sympathy goes out to the
(Mother's Day) and was so hap-jersey, mother of Mrs. Thomas Fashion Show for United Col- State university is seen in the part closed with a piano and Garrett, Mr. and Mrs. Ballard,
Mrs Johnnie Jamison a n d family of the late Mr. James
PY to hear "Dolly" Work's Chil-1E. Poag, Mrs. William T. lege Fund. Lodi is the daugh- background as she commen- clarinet diet by Jacquelyn Ann Mr. and Mrs William Basket- grandmother, Mrs. Lucy Over- Landis, who died suddenly this
den's Choir. They are really;Green, who won the "Use your ter of Dr. Dorothy L. Brown, tates.
ville, Mr. and Mrs. Chester Bry- all and Mrs. Eula
and William Broadnax.
Wilkins, Sal- week; also to Mr. and Mrs.
good and it is such a wonderful brainPrize," Dean Greene, Mrs
The accompanists for t h e ston, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond lie Beatrice Burns, who was a Walter Harris who learned of
thing to have small children do- 1 W. J. Hynes, who always looks
program were Travis Burnette, Porter, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Wil- soloist in the closing number of the death of his brother in St.
Ing this kind of service in the like a Fashion Plate and Mrs.
Bernita Farmer, Brenda Rawls Hams, Mr. and Mrs. Henry the program, accompanied by Louis and finally to Mrs. La.
church. Congratulations First C. T. Cook who was wearing
and Nanette Croom, and they ('room, Messrs C. C. Moody, Is. her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Syl- than Skinner, who lost her sisBaptist and Rev. Kelly Miller a most adorable pink and red
all did beautifully. The third rael Beard, Mesdames Enid vaster Burns and two grand- ter, Miss Lois Doyle. in MemSmith.
sprint chapeaux.
part was a duet by Anna Cath- Sims, Velva Pulliam, Ora Gen- mothers, Mrs. Sallie Webb and phis Tuesday.
When I left First Baptist, I Willard Bowden of Universal
erine and her teacher M r s. try, Mary Gillespie, Jewell Rid- Mrs Beatrice Ivie.
THE CLUBS
went home with Mrs. Lilliao Life and President of Frontiers
Vance, who played that famous Icy and your scribe (Cottrell Others attending were Mr.
Barbour for dinner. We can club. Inc., brought Berry Simms
and Mrs James Wilhams, !lob- The Neighborhood club m e t
"Second Hungarian Rhapsody" Thomas).
Live over some precious MO- by to see me a few days ago.
Williams, Jacqueline Wells with Mrs. Carrie Seat Wednesert
to a queen's taste.
Mrs. Nelda Williams presenttrents in our lives when we I do think Universal has some
People were there from Mem- ed the honorees gifts from the and perhaps one or two other day night. Guests were seated
keep our friends of long stand- very outstanding men in its orphis and as far north as Dyer faculty expressing appreciation children. This was presented at in the den upon arrival and givMg. I have known The Bar- ganization. Johnny Arnold was
with Humboldt showing their for the fine work and for coop- Carver high school for the First en a card. This card told you
where to go. After finding your
hours for so long a time and here too. He is working hard
colors in grand style in support erating so wholeheartedly with Baptist church, which is beplace
you were served a delicicame to Nashville for Rev. Bar- now on Helene Curtis Cosmetrebuilt
in Brownsville.
of Mrs. Vance's program in the faculty. The faculty regret- ing
By KATHERINE TAPPAN
ous barbecue chicken plate,
bour's 10th Anniversary when ics account. Look for some tipVISITORS
appreciation
for
the service she ted to see them leave. Mr. Bea
macaroni salad, spiced apples,
he was the pastor of First Bap- top news about this very soon.
has rendered here.
Beard led the group in sing- Among the many visitors In hot biscuits that were oh, so
"St. He has gone long ago to It is thrilling to see the trend The first annual musical fes- their leader, Mrs. W. D. DurMrs. Lucy Collier received ing, "For He's a jolly good fel- the Tri-Cities for Mother's pay pretty topped off with sliced
eeeive his reward but t h e now in the advertising business. tival of the Shelby County high ham were present. Also troop
the
Tuesday,
May
prize for being the oldest low," and "She's a jolly good we found Mr. and Mrs. Thomas cake and ice cream.
held
schools was
memory of him lingers on here BiG BusimEgs
208 of Walker school (county)
mother present. Mrs. Ruby lady." Miss Graves gave words Nolan- and two children from
in Nashville and at First Bap- Big business is beginning to II, 8:15 p.m. in the Mitchell
South Bend, Ind., visiting his Members were given a noveland their leader Mrs. H. Smith. Starks Simmons for
tist.
school
high
gym.
being the of thanks for them both. A good parents. Mr. and
recognize the value of the NeMrs. E. L. ty napkin with the hosts name
teachers, parents youngest mother and Mrs. Eth- time was had by all.
THANKS, SARAH
gro market. This is evident in
The auditorium was filled to The principal,
Nolan. While !Jere they were en- and many other witty sayings
Dr. John Thomas, Heart Ebony where we see so many capacity and they all seemed and the fourth, fifth and sixth el Shaw for having the largest The City Federation of Color- tertained as dinner guests of his on it as a souvenir. Progressive
Specialist at Meharry Hubbard beautiful girls and handsome to enjoy the proceedings. Rep- grades were the guests of the number of children. These priz- ed Womens Clubs met in the daughter and family, Mrs. Rob- games were played that kept
es were presented by Mrs. Al- home of Mrs. 4ucy Collier with
hospital has a sister, Mrs Si- men modeling for all kinds of resentatives were present from Troop 208.
ert Tyree and Mr. Tyree and one moving all evening. At the
p
Believe me this di'
rah Hixon, who is a principalroducts
the Memphis and Shelby Coun- Two girls from Troop 293 gee Outlaw. The sourvenir pro- the Hawaiian Art club, hostess, children. Mrs. Tyree entertain- close of the session prizes were
of a school in Rome, Ga. She not just happen. It takes a lot ty schools.
(Brownie) were presented gram, initiated by the Federat- Monday night. The president, ed the E. L. Nolan family also. awarded to Mrs. C. B. Seat and
was one of my girls at Mor- of know-how on the part of our Participants were Mt. Pisgah, Brownie Wings for having com- ed Women of Humboldt, was a Mrs. Lerlia Cunningham p r
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Fisher en- Mrs. Josephine Barnett.
ris Brown college before I be- Advertising Agents like Johnny Chapel, Woodstock, Geeter. A pleted their tenderfoot require- beautiful tribute to Mothers. All sided over the business. Reports tertained the Rev. Wm. Fowlkes The American Legion Auxilcame Mrs. Simms. The beauti- Arnold and Bill Grayson who contest was held between three ments. Mrs. H. Smith made the mothers received an original from various committees were and many other guests Sunday. iary is taking advantage of evpoem by Mrs. Vance and a made. Plans were made
ful roses she sent me on Moth- handles the account for John- choral groups, Barret's
to at- Rev. and Mrs. D. E. Bride- ery opportunity to raise funds in
Chapel, presentation.
small kit donated by the North- tend the S.ete meeting in
er's Day made me know she son Publishing company.
History
Girl
The
Scouting
of
Dy- man spent a great part of the order to send girls to Girl's
Nashville is really becoming Mt. Pisgah and Mitchell. All of was read by Sharron Luster. cross sisters. Gwendolyn Jones ersburg, Tenn, June 7-9.
never has forgotten.
day with her father, Mr. Tom State. Since only 11th grade
the contestants did a wonderful
The National Council of Ne- aware of the Tri-State Defend- job but Mitchell was highly hon- Remarks by the Girl Scout presented Anna with a beauti- The three presidents were Moore, who resides with his girls are eligible, I am sure all
other daughter, Mrs. Eddie Ball, Juniors at Rosenwald are trygro Women held a most inter- er. Thank you readers f o r ored to have been chosen by Field Director, Mrs. C. Walker; ful basket of flowers and Jean elected as delegates,
namely and Mr Ball. Rev. and Mrs. F. ing to get qualified.
sending
me
Young
such
complimenpresented,
Mrs.
Vance
esting meeting on Sunday aftMrs. Smith, neighborhood chairnotes. Please tell your three judges, who I am sure
with a token from the students. Mesdames Cunningham, Mattie M. Dickey, Mrs. Hattie Over- CHURCH
ernoon in the beautiful home of tary
.
,Prof. I. Goodrich, Jr.,
man;
had
difficult
a
very
job
to
perfriends
f
to road our page On
.The closing exercises for the Davis, and yours truly. Coco- all and Mr. Herbert O'Daniel
Miss Pearlie Gassaway. There
principal of Ford road. Music
Union Meeting. Providence
Colas and cookies were served
form.
•Nesh
ville
affairs.
They
might
Gillespie
spent most of last week here.
Kindergarten was held by the hostesses.
ere about 18 women present
was by Mrs. Cole and Mrs.
church, R: F. D. TrenBaptist
surprised
be
to
read
are
Mitchell's
off
hats
at
to
Our
about
St.. James Baptist church.
They motored from St. Louis to
ho spent Iwo hours discussing
Stevenson,
assisted.
who
the scene of the First
was
ton,
The
High
Society
Girls
club attend the meeting of the Genthemselves.
chorus group because they are
The Little Ones looked very
Dur racial situation in Nashville
The leader of Troop 208 wishUnion meeting of this sect for
met in the home of their adClifford
L
Miller,
a
graduate
am
two
old.
than
years
I
less
pretty
e. al Board of the CME church
and the entire program
and pledging their support to
es to express her gratitude to
this year. Elder Jimmie Anvisor, Mrs. Nelda Williams, in Memphis.
:he continued efforts of our ci- of Fis' many years ago was sure that all the parents in tne the sponsors, the PTA and es- was. a credit to the teacher Mrs. Tuesday
is moderator and was
drews
night. Their reporter Other visitors seen here and
tizen groups for full an dequal oae of our visitors during Fes- area along with the entire fac- pecially the president, Mrs. Ann Doris .Bryson. Their little songs, did
host pastor. The two-day seanot
send
a
tival
detailed
week.
He
is
the
account
Author
of
the kiddie band and the
there were Mrs. Elzata Wainulty at Mitchell gives Mrs. J.
ights of all citizens.
Wrushen, and the
read- of the meeting.
wonderful
"Your Brother's Brother," and
wright of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
(Continued on Page III
ings were beautifully done.
Mrs Charles S. Johnson, Dr. his poems, stories and feature K. Pencier and Mrs. Alonzo committee members.
Lua Bartley, Mrs. H. B. Johns, articles have appeared in t h e Weaver credit for working so Scout ;eacier is Mrs. Johnnie Mrs. Julia Landis give the
address and she was introducDr. Sara Perrera, Mrs. E. A. leading periodicals and news- hard getting the group ready Mae Peters.
Sasser, Mrs. J. A. Thomas, papers including The Boston pa- and presenting them in the mu- Troop 208 (Intermediate) hik- ed by Mrs. Pecolia White. The
Mrs R. C. Barbour, Mrs. pers where he lives. He is a sical festival. Prof. Alonzo Wea- ed Saturday before last to the address was an admonition to
Baugh, Mrs. Davis, Mrs. Ma. member of The Manuscript club ver is the principal of the home of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. adults to give moral and financial support to this school.
folds Davit, Mrs. Gsssaway, of Boston and gives an annu- school,
She
Talley, 3574 Daggett rd., for
emphasized
Mrs Whittier Wright and Mrs. al scholarship award to a Fisk GIRL SCOUTS
the fact that t h e
a cook out on the spacious lawn
A. D Kelly joined in the dis- student who excels in Creative Troop 208 of Ford road schopl of the Talleys. The girls pre- school was a civic project and
should be supported by clear
cussion I'llalnrleallY, the et?' Writing. This thought for the held a very impressive Investi- pared a girl
scout stew, potathinking citizens.
cil has supported the ideals of week ie taken from one of his ture ceremony recently in the toes, hamburgers,
hot chocolate
The teachers sang, "W he ii
cl,,mocracy and the struggle for hooks - "Wings over Dark school cafetorium.
and
milk.
human rights. The Nashville Waters." I think it is very ap- Mrs. H. Peters (leader) and
I've
Done The Best I Can" at
Saturday, May 28, Troop 208
Chapter has been dedicated to propriate for the time: "Act the troop were at their best
the
cloee
of the message.
will
hike to Mitchell road
this program.
now as if it's never too late! in the ceremony. Twenty-three school for a similar cook
We're looking forward to
out.
BRIDGE?
Your action today may seal the girls received pens. Troop 221
more help with this school and
Leaving off the serious and 1Nation's fate."
of Mitchell road school and
(Continued on Page 16)
the board is asking any who
_
eveining in a most wonderful
nit with a group of pleasant
and charming young women, I
•
sved bridge, yes, I did with
the Coterie club at Mrs. Karl
Henry's home. Dr. Gladys
Forde won first club prize and
Mrs Coyness Ennix won first
guest prize I think Mrs. Addle i
Jaekson who won second prize
should have received honors for
looking so chic. Miss Charity
Mance was also guest and she
was- as usual very elegantly NASHVILLE,
Bontemps the author of a re- know. Douglass' fame does not with profit.
Tenn. - A
- — magnificent life-size portrait of cent biography of Douglass, rest on hearsay, he pointed The portrait was
accepted by
urged young Negroes of today out, and called attention to the Kehakant Wimhark, president
the great abolitionist, Frederick
to take a fresh look at this man published speeches and other of the Dormitory council of
JACKSON, Miss -One of the
nqtion's outstanding Industrie- Douglass, now hangs in DuBois to whom they are indebted In writings that may still be read DuBois Hall.
Lsts will be the speaker when Hall, Fisk university. The strikJackson State College holds its ing picture was presented to
83rd Commencement Exercises Fisk by W. E. B. DuBois, a
Monday, May 30, 1960 according
Fisk graduate after whom the
to an announcement by Jacob
university's
newest men's dormL. Reddix, president of the Colitory is named.
lege.
Chad F Calhoun, whcrig scho- The portrait has been in Dr.
oled to speak during ceremon- !Viols' possession for 35 years.
• . . Air conditioned building
for all sessions.
es when more than four hun- It has been refinished and the
TAKEN
BE
CLINIC
CAN
•
FOR
COLLEGE CREDIT
dred students will receive their frame reconditioned. It holds
a
commanding position on the
diplomas, is Vice-President of
Kaiser Industries Corporation wall of the dormintory lobby.
and several affiliated compan- In accepting the gift, Dr.
ies in the Kaiser organization. Stephen J. Wright, Fisk pres
ident, said: "This is a generous
First Welland canal between gift from Dr. DuBois. We at
Lakes Erie and Ontario was Fisk are grateful to him and
are delighted to have been
opened in 1829
chosen as the recipient of this
FLOYD "BEN" SCHWARTZWALDER I. B. "JOHNNY" McLENDON
portrait of a great man."
He'd Football Coach
Head basketball Coach
The following inscription will
Syracuse University
Cleveland Pipers (NM)
be placed on the portrait:
WAYNE "WOODY" HAYES
"Frederick Douglass, PorBOB VANATTA
Head Football Coach
trait From Life, by S. J. Eddy,
Heed basket:tell Couch
Ohio State University
Rhode Island School of Design,
Memphis State University
Gift of W. E. B. DuBois, 18,
EDWARD "OX" CLEMENS
For the first time 'clerk!, hiie found
H. 0. "FRITZ" CRISLER
▪ new healing substance with the as- and Yolande DuBois Williams,
Heed Feetball Coach
hemorAthletic Director
tonishing ability 0 shrink
Morris Brown College
University sif Michigan
rhoids and to relieve pain - without In presenting the portrait,
surgery. In case after ease, while
BOB Pr;LK
KENNETH "TUG" WILSON
gently relieving pain, actual redac- Mn, Anna Bontemps recalled
Coach
Heed
Commissioner
tion (shrinkage) took place. Stool highlights of Douglass' heroic
unseeing of all -results were so diet- fight for Emancipation of the
University
Vanderbilt
Big
Ten Athletic Conference
asteitiohlni
•ngb that sufferers mad•
ationeets (the "Plies have coast: b slaves. He spoke of Douglass'
rem left, Fisk President Ste- It to the university; and Ishiia problem!" The secret is a Wee influence upon Booker T. Wash- LIFE • SIZE PORTRAIT of
graling substanee
ington and noted that this in- abolitionist Frederick DougJ. Wright; Dr. W. E. B. kant Nimbark, president of
Dr. Carl M. Hill, Clink Director
eovery of a world-famine roseate/ spiring portrait had previously lass was recently presented
DuBois, Fisk Graduate ('itS), the norniitory Council of Du.
fristitate.This substance Is auroral!
hung
university
to
in
E.
B.
W.
fere
piedmont
Fisk
the
of
study
to
hang
ituppsieitory
or
in
able la
who has had the portrait for Weis Hall, named after Dr.
sailed Preparation 11*. At all drai DuBois for many years.
DuBois Hall. Standing proudly 35 years, and who presented DuBois.
counters- wee.? but rearc.atao. 30 man" more ways than they alongside the portrait
are,
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notice . . . notice . . . notice ... COACHES

5 Days with the Nation's Best

TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY'S
SECOND ANNUAL BLUE RIBBON COACHING CLINIC
May 31 Through June 4, 1960

*

Portrait Of Fred Douglass
resented To Fisk By DuBois

Kaiser VP To Speak

0

A picnic, and 20 sessions of more than 32 hours of the
latest techniques in the coaching of football, basketball and
organization and administration of athletics with these alltime coaching headliners:

••••••1,••••••

ihrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery

;tops Itch—Relieves Pain

dic

Address All Inquiries To:

Blue Ribbon Coaching Clinic
Tennessee State University Nashville 8, Tennessee

A.B.C.
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About Poona*, Places
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when some 100,000
LOUISVILLE — It is regret- Derby time
which
rge on Louisville
ille,
conve
visitors
table that Louisv
is
was host to the world in the of which some 20 percent
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thrive
cky
would
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ss
busine
86th
the
,
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rate %10)
months $3 50. 12-year special Subscription
Derby, is officially guilty of
Subscription rate. On• sear $6: six
ing and sponsoring pub- To be sure the Derby is not
condon
.
or Photos
Responsibility ter unsolicited Manuscripts
fri-State Detendet Does Not fake
lic accommodations segrega- the only reason why Louisville
tion. At no time has a city ad- should desegregate all of its
as Second
Tri-State Defender Publishing Cs Entered
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ministration been so adamant facilities. Public relations-wise
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Published'
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pie during this
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rights of Negro citizens and period is highly important. But
would
such brazen denial has given
_ even the Derby itself
Louisville its worst publicity
more people—Negro peodraw
a shame which amoutits to pie if they were assured they
naught with the Mayor and could get the level of accommoany
Board of Aldermen.
dations they can afford at
year.
Alderman Beckett's admonithe
during
conditions in Hawaii. The Com- tion, "Gentlemen, you a r a time
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Dan Inouye, Apostle 0f Goodwill

place without disturbing social cairn. He
cited an exhilarating example of harmonious family relations in tile case of
four
a Negro-Japanese family with
children to bless the household.
The inference was inescapable that
intermarriage was the main spi ing contributing to the stability and peaceful
co-existence in the new 50th State.
Congressman Inouye's views were
supported by the recent report of an
Advisory Committee to the United
States Commission on Civil Rights
which made a thorough investigation of

but also the first American of Japanese
ancestry to be elected to Congress. He is
a celebrated War Hero who lost an arm
while winning the Distinguished Service Cross in Italy. Holder of 15 decorations, he won a battlefield commission,
and Was discharged from the Army with
the rank of Captain.
In him we have an excellent champion of human equality, and a pleader
of considerable weight in the cause of
human decency and fair play. We w sh
him Godspeed in his new legislative
career.
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Dear Mine. Chante: I have earth long enough to understand
been reading your column for God's law. Please contact Chi
many years. I hope you can Chi
Woods. 6026 So. Ada St.,
help me find a nice man that
Chicago,
Ill.
is sincere and means good and
understands life. I am in my
early 40's. I will answer all letters. lf not sincere please do
not write. Send Photo in first
letter. Miss 0. Kelly, 6347 S
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•••
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fully yours, Lylias Lamey, 27 Miss Albertine Barnes of PanaMasfield Ave., Withfield Town, ma City; James Colbert of
Gainesville; Mrs. Teresa EvP. 0. Kingston, Jamaica.
ans of Marianna; Clifford Fel•• •
Dear Mine, Chante; I am a der of Daytona Beach; Mi ss
native woman of 48 years and Rosa L. Ferguson of St. Augusvery lonely. I am born of mixed tine; Miss Annie J. Foster of
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am
God, don of Deerfield Beach; Mrs.
through you, to help me find Dorothy Hart of Jacksonville;
someone with a home and a Albert Hendrix of Gainesville;
Aaron Johnson of Mulberry;
heart who needs and will appreBy MRS. LILLIAN R. WYNN tide by the number of minutes
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In a Series of Four) it took you to read the article.
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Lawstand
between
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line to offer. I will consider a
WASHINGTON — Nearly Colored home demonstration in-service training to keep tion last year on foods and nuwidower with two children. Race rence of Miami; Mrs. Gustine that's rightfully yours. In short, Do this for several weeks or
,500,000 white and colored agents are employed in the 17 abreast of new home economics trition to more than 230,000 and color does not matter but Mathis of Green Cove Springs; maybe you're being robbed. The several months and you will be
homemakers
are
recogniz- States of the southern region research information, as well homemakers, on clothing to age does (131-69). Please will you Mrs. Lolits Palmer of St. Aug- thief: the underdeveloped art surprised at the progress you
ustine; Miss Ernestine Penny of of reading which
keeps ,you on make. Each time you read,
ing their achievement of better where they work with about as the latest methods of pre- 205,000, and on family econo- exchange photos and more in- Archer;
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of
it
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world's rich make yourself go faster. Your
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formation
rs.
.
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Kevin,
404
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living for their families through half a million homemakers.
mics to 80,000. The information
Mrs. Irene Pugh of St. Augus- storehouse of reading for valu- rate may increase from 250
Tremont St., Chicago, Ill.
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the application of the results of
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nomics, foods and nutrition, tion and other means by the clothing construction, clothing
Strong of Lakeland; R obert
their observance of National family relations
and other as- Department of Agriculture and selection and purchase, a n d young divorcee, age 31 I am Summers of Arcadia; Mrs. Al- One reading expert has said If you read 225 words a minshapely
and
that at least 60 percent of ute, you are reading at about
intelligent. I seek a
Home Demonstration Week.
pects of improved home a n d the land-grant colleges.
berta Watts of Jacksonville;
family financial planning.
the national average, and as
man
with
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who
enjoys
family
living.
The agents are The studies range from imThe celebrating homemakers
Miss Florida A. White of Ft. Americans do not read well. well
The homemakers who are ap- life, sports, and travelin
as a sixth-grade student.
Nor
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author
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of
assisted
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volunproved
nutrition
and
bet
Pierce;
t er plying the latest research findMiller Williams of West
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At this rate of reading, newswho knows how to treat a young
"How
Read
to
Better
and
Fastteer local leaders whom they clothing construction to preferPalm Beach; Mrs. Virginia Wilings are improving their homes, lady with respect
home
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work.
and kindness. lis of St. Augustine; and Miss er," says, "Slow readers a r e paper articles and magazine
train for the assignment.
ences for foods and fabrics,
family meals, the grooming of Age means nothing
Many live on farms and others
to me as Pearlie Wilson of Ft. Lauder- poor readers (and) a person articles will not be enjoyable.
And
although
the agents RESULTS OF STUDIES
themselves and their children, long as he
reside in towns and cities. They themselves hold college degrees
has been on this dale.
reads fast because he thinks High school students get into
Armed with the results of and in general are achieving
fast, has good eye sight, a good difficulty when they read beare served by more than 4,000 and in some cases graduate such studies, home agents and a better living for
their famivocabulary and a wide back- low 350 words a minute, and
County Extension home demon- degrees, they continue to take volunteer leaders gave informa- lies.
ground
of information. M o st college students who read bestration agents of whom close
persons
who read 10 times as low 350 words a minute are
to 450 are colored.
fast as the plodder absorbs likely to have all kinds of trouThe observance is taking the
much more of what they read ble in preparing class assignrm of achievement days, recments.
than he does."
ognition ceremonies, special
A remedial reading teacher For some jobs, employees
meetings, and exhibits h i g hof adults at New York City col- have found that 600 words a
lighting the home demonstralege, Lewis says that less than minute is too slow. Lewis, who
tion program which is conductfour percent of American adults was mentioned earlier in t h e
ed cooperatively by the ExtenBOSTON — A special schol- of expression.
cannot read at all and at least article, reads faster than 800
sion Service of the U. S. Dearship program to aid Southern "Many are of severely limit- 60 percent do not read well. words a minute, and is still
partment of Agriculture, state
students expelled from college ed means," he continued, "and DRAWBACK
improving.
land-grant colleges and county
because of non-violent anti-seg- their prospects of continuing A poor vocabulary is a drawgovernments.
regation demonstrations h a s their education will be dim un- back to rapid reading; however,
been initiated by Boston univer- less others help them to trans- one should not stop to look up
sity Faculty members.
fer to Northern institutions." every word in a dictionary, but
The University's Faculty Sen- Dr. Cohen reported that the should try to decipher the meanate has voted support for this University Senate action has re- ing of the word through the conprogram in a motion calling for received "immediate and en- text.
voluntary contributions by fac- thusilastic support" from Bos- A child who does not read
ulty, students and other inter- ton university chaplains rep- well is likely to fail in
school.
ested persons.
resenting the three major re- Mrs. Ruth McCoy Harris,
conChairman of the Faculty Sen- ligious faiths, Revered Wiliam tends that "delinquents
have a
BUFFALO N. Y. — Dr. D.
ate is Dr. J. Philip Mason of A. Overholt, Protestant, Father long
record of school failures,
Maynard Phelps, professor of
Westwood, M ass., professor of Norman J. O'Connor, Catholic, beginning
with reading probmarketing at the University of
chemistry at the College of Lib- and Rabbi Samuel Perlman, lems."
Michigan, this week became the
eral Arts.
Jewish.
According to Dr. Stella S.
first to receive the "Marketing
Explaining the factors behind Organized support from the
Center, head of the New York
ducator c-f the Year" Award.
the Senate's action, Dr. Robert university's Student - Faculty
t was presented to him by
University Reading Clinic, the
S. Cohen of Watertown, Mass., Assembly and Inter- Fraternichief reading faults are reading
National Sales Executives Inchairman of the College of Lib- ty Council is also anticipated,
ternational at its 25th Annual
one
word at a time and turneral Arts Department of Phys- he stated.
"Silver Anniversary" Internaing back to re-read. Most perics
and
Chairman
DURING THE RECENT obof the new Dr. L. Harold DeWolf of NewMrs. Irk M. Clark, Tallahas- Is; Mn. Leontine Williams,
tional Distribution Congress
sons who read slowly vocalize
see; Mrs. Gladys Wilkins, Gainesville; Miss Floy Britt, scholarship fund steering com- ton, Mass., Professor of Systeservance of National H o in e
held here.
nearly every word.
mittee,
said:
formerly
of Lake City; Mrs. district agent, and Mrs. Ethel
matic Theology, at the Univer- To keep from
Dr. Phelps was chosen from Demonstration Week, empha- 'della Kelly, formerly
vocalizing one
"Some
of us have met a num- sity's School of Theology,
of Oca- M. Powell, Jacksonville,
has should read easy material
a group of outstanding educa- sis was put on better living
ber of students involved in the been
fastnamed treasurer of the er so that there
tors in the sales and marketing Here a group of Florida counis no time to
unhappy situation to which tht scholarsh
committe
fund
ip
In
e.
pronounce, and most important,
management field, nominated ty home demonstration agents
Senate action refers.
addition to Professor Mason, one should
by editors of leading publicafocus his mind on CHEMISTRY Professor Moddie
STUDENTS PRAISED
improve their skill in making
other members appointed to the
tions.
material
at hand, the auth- D. Taylor, shown in his labora•
"Many of the these students, the committee were Dr. Ralph
slip covers. Left to right are
ors
thoughts. This is the sur- tory at Howard university, was
both Negrc and white, are pr iis- J. Garry of Wayland, Mass.,
est
way
to keep from regress- selected last week by the Maned by their college teachers. professor of education in t h e
ing.
One reads efficiently when ufacturing Chemists' Associatheir fellow students, and eth- School of Education, and Dr.
lion as one of the six top colers as among the mos: able, David R. Mackey of Wellesley, his mind and imagination are lege
chemistry teachers in the
responsible, and conscientious Mass. professor of Communi- captivated by what he is readnation. He will receive a cash
young people they have known cations at the School of Public ing.
prize of 81,1100 and a medal at
Some havt outstanding records Relations and Communications. CHECK YOUR SPEED
the Association's annual meetWASHINGTON — (UPI) — $1,000,000,000 (B) in mortgage of scholarship.
How fast do you read? You ing June
9 at White Sulphur
Congress will open public hear- money to stimulate hornebuild- "Indeed, because
of their sumay use your watch or your Springs,
W.
ings this week on an influential ing
Va. Dr. Taylor has
perior intelligence and theii
clock to check yourself. Count served
as a member of the facbemocrat's proposal that every- The new proposal would ex- sense of responsible leadership,
Continental Airlines will boost the words in a newspaper or ulties of
the College of Liberal
body be given a chance to buy tend "no down • payment" fi- they have been actively conits jet cargo capacity from chi- magazine article which inter- Arts
and Graduate School at
a house in the medium-priced nancing — for which only vet- cerned with supporting Negro
cago to Los Angeles by more ests you; note the number on a Howard
range with little or no down erans now are eligible — to protests against tbe violation of
since 1948. He is author
than 30 percent during May, in- watch or clock at the time you of
a recently published textpayment.
houses costing no more than civil and human rights, and cluding the company'
s fir s t begin reading, ant at t h e book, First
Principles of Chem.
In addition, the legislation $13,500 which are purchased with directing such protest into overnight jet service to Califor- time you
finish reading. Divide istry (D. VanNostrand
Co.,
would tap the treasury to pro- with FHA insured mortgages. useful and non-violent channels nia.
the number of words in the ar- 1959).
vide easy financing for nonprofit corporations to build
A St,umP...
'NAT cOtINDS GOOD
rental apartments for low and
SO ¶b4t. compfoet NMI TA.ANNET)"fa %Ai A
8LA6-••14)4404111I4e
middle income families disCONTEST
placed by slum clearance. The
mortgage terms: no down-payment; two percent interest, and
60 years to pay off the mortFOR NNW
gage.
Rep. Albert Rains (D-Ala.)
introduced legislation providing
1
302
for these and other far-reaching
revisions in federal housing
programs
Rains is chairman of the
House subcommittee on housMR. AND MRS. Henry Cat- 11. Wade. Freeser Is one of
ing which will conduct the heartail, tenant farmers of Bailey, the important steps in better ings. Two weeks ago,
he push.
N. C., proudly show off their living, particularly on a
ed through the House despite
!teeter full of food to their farm.
administration opposition a bill
borne agent, Mrs. Margaret
treasury for
to tap the
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Illinois

Urges NAACP To Act As
'Bee' In Housing Fight

UNITY
By MRS. MONETTE VAUGHN
The youth and junior choirs
of Mt. Zion Baptist church par
ticipated with other youth choirs
of Zion District in the welcome
program, Wednesday evening,
April 20 at Mt. Moriah Baptist
1. Test prices showed no sigBy EDDIE L. MADISON, JR. many prejudices.
church, Cairo, Ill., where the
nificant increase — 46 per
Baptist General State Conven•
During their recent housing IMPORTANT FACTORS
cent.
tion of Illinois held its execu
conference officers and mem- Laurenti cited shifts in indus- 2. Test prices increased — 15
five board meeting. The Re.,
try
ophaion
and
fear
of
inundaper cent.
bers of the Chicago Branch'
H. H. Hall is pastor.
tion by ghettoes as other imNAACP were told t hat they portant factors in the interracial 3. Test prices dropped — 15
The woman's day progra
per cent.
sponsored Sunday, April 2,4,
might do well to become problem.
In many instances the price
the missionary soniety of St.
"NAAC Bees" In order to "get The former business admin- behavior in areas following NeJames AME church, was sm.
under the skin" or t hose istration and economics profes- gro entry was unaffected, Laucessful Mrs. Artie Jenkins is
who would resist the breakdown sor at University of California renti said. He said the odds
president. The Rev. G. S. Mcsaid that a forecast of price were four to one that prices
in segregated housing.
Coy is pastor.
Luigi Laurenti, author of patterns in an area could be will keep up or exceed any
The musical program sponsor"Property Values and Race" made on the basis of the fol- comparable all-white area, aced by women of Mt. Zion Bapcording to survey findings.
and consultant in economics in lowing factors:
tist church, Sunday evening,
Laurenti said studies from
the San Francisco area, credit- I. Strength of the non-whites'
April 24, was a success in evthe cities covered, including
desire to mine in.
ed the NAACP with helping to
ery way. Mrs. Bertha V. Wade
create an open housing market 2. Strength of the whites' de- San Francisco, Oakland and
is chairman. The Rev, I. H.
Philadelphia, non-white entry JOHN JOYNER, right, new the first Negro to serve in this Wiggins is pastor.
in many parts of America.
sire to move out.
president of the Associated
capacity, accepts gavel of
The
Christian Community
"Freedom of residence is a 3. Housing open to non-whites. was usually associated with raising rather than falling prices. Students at Fuller Theological authority from Tom Erickson, chorus held its second monthly
basic freedom," Laurenti de- 4. Housing open to whites.
Seminary, Pasadena, Calif., outgoing president.
program Sunday evening, May
cleared "as believers in democ- 5. Policies of real estate brok- Each case, however, must be
examined on an individual
ers.
1, at St. James AME church.
racy, we must maintain this
The program was enjoyed by
freedom." He said we must 6. The time element as relat- basis.
WHITE REACTION
all who were present.
eliminate "white f1 •
't" and
ed to influences by churchCited as the most importy C. A. AGNEW
church, was held Sunday May Mr. and Mrs. Wesley W iijim-crow mobility' in the
es and other groups.
tant factor in interracial hous- Mr. and Mrs. Ezell Perkins, 8, at 2:00 p.m. at
housing area.
Smiths Chap- hams and son, Wesley, jr., of
Laurenti, whose survey was
ing was the reacton of whites 744 E. Baltimore st., are the el,
Summerville,
Tenn. The St. Louis, are spending their
financed
by
a
grant
to
the
DESTROY MYTH
to entry of their non-white parent., of a baby boy. He was Rev. T. Grimes
Commission on Race and Housofficiated with vacation with their parents, Mr.
neighbors. "Evidence showing born on April 24. The young Modley and
Laurenti said our ancestors ing by the Fund for
Rivers Funeral and Mrs. Harry Williams.
the Repubwhere non-white entry has been fellow has been named Fred- Homes in
belief about the dangers of al- lic, said
Mrs. Cora Head of Cairo, Ill.,
charge.
whites may be reluctsuccessful could strike at one ric
lowing the night air to enter the ant to move
Barnard
Perkins. The
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Phelps an- is quite ill at the home of her
from an area when
of the main factors against in- mother and son were having a nounces the
bedroom while sleeping was
arrival of a baby brother-in-law and sister, Mr.
more desirable areas are not
tegrated housing,"
Laurenti nice time getting acquainted at boy born to
found to be only a myth. Just available. But, at the
them recently. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Webb.
same
as we learned that night air time, non-whites may be seek- said.
this writing.
and Mrs. Phelps are prominent Others on the sick list are
This success story could re- The Rev. J. E. Poindexter,
is not harmful, we must do ing entrance
members of Home Baptist Mrs. Carrie Winston, Mrs. Sainto the all-white
move the fear of loss in prop- pastor of Rock Temple Church church.
away with the myth of race area.
rah Hayes, Mrs. Betty Si merty
values and, as such, more of God in Christ, returned to
regarding housing, he conmons, Mark Kay and James Mc
The
Rev.
J.
Laurenti's
E.
Most
of
studies
Poindexter
is
areas would open up, he added. Jackson, last weekend from
"MISS ROTC" The attractive ball held recently at A and T tinued.
Ginnis,
Sr.
touring
were
the
state of Tennessee
focused on areas out- Continuing, Laurenti said, "If
arjorie Graham, Raeford, college, Greensboro; N. C.
Just what does happen to side the central
A revival is being conducted
Nashville where he attended In the interest of the state
city
areas.
small non-white entry could be the state workers meeting,
N. C., a senior in business Charles Luther, Asheboro, prices when
Negroes move
Youth Congress of the Eastern at Mt. Zion Baptist church. The
education, is crowned "Miss Joint Corps commander, does into a neighborhood? In an- Studies revealed that housing handled and retain the area as which was presided over by
Division. It will convene at Rev. W. H. Clark of Carbonsegregation is more intense in an integrated neighborhood, this
ROTC" at the annual Joint the honors.
swering this question, LaurenBishop J. 0. Patterson.
Northern
Rock
Temple church June 14 dale, Ill., is evangelist,
cities
many
than
in
would eliminate the condition The Rev. U. D. Lewis, pastor
* •
Air Force — Army ROTC
ti explained that no single
through
southern communities.
19. The public is inof developing more all-Negro of Walnut Gro v e Baptist
pattern of price behavior can
'SANDUSKY
vited to attend these meetings.
The price
classification in areas."
be expected to follow the
Funeral services for M r s.
church conducted a two weeks
Laurenti said this evidence revival meeting at Home Bap- An "Ole n'oiks Concert" was Emma Fletcher were held Wedbreak in the all-white com- Laurenti's survey reflected the
given at Lester Grove Element- nesday, May 4, at Mt.
following changes with regard would also prompt more fasorposition of an area.
Tabor
church, the Rev. T. Grimes,
to the degree of non-white en- able attitudes on the part of tist
ary school in Haywood county Baptist church
of this vicinity.
through
May
20.
pastor, May 8
"If homeowners panic be- trance into
areas.
Friday evening at 7:30. Rev. Mrs Fletcher was
Iiending agencies.
found dead
cause they believe they are goThe meeting was a success. D. D
Crawfish of Chicago was in bed Wednesday morning,
ing to take a monetary loss,
Several persons were convertguest speaker. The affair was April 27 by her daughter, Mrs.
and throw their home on the
ed an" added to the church.
sponsored by Lester PTA.
Gussie Banks, with whom she
market, they inevitably will sufMrs. Adell Dawson spent
• The annual junior and senior resided.
Memphis
as
in
fer a loss. We may pointedly
weekend
last
play of West High school was
Mrs. Rubel Wade of Mobil.
ask, however, was the loss
guest of relatives and friends.
held Thursday night in the community died suddenly Sunwas very concaused
by
non-white
Dawson
entry
or
Mrs
HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss. —'member of the faculty of Ben.
gym.
The play w a s entitled day night, May 1st.
spicious by her absence from
Presidents E. A. Smith and E. nett college, Greensboro, N. C., by self-induced panic," Lau"Good Glory." It was filled
The Rev. and Mrs. L. H. KelSunday School class at
renti
added.
her
E. Rankins of Rust and Mis- and his alma mater, Livingwith mystery, excitement, ro- ly of Lima, Ohio, were guests
Liberty of which T. R. White
sissippi Industrial colleges have stone college, Salisbury N C. SELL IN PANIC
mance and plenty of good of Mr. and Mrs. -Herbert
PASADENA, Calif. — At re- Bachelor of Divinity degree in is teacher.
announced that the two colleg- He is, among other organiza- *Discussing further the factors
laughs.
Smith and their many friends
RobinLeon
of
funeral
The
es will hold their commence- tions, a member of the Ward which effect the housing mark- cent student body elections held 1961.
on Wilson st. The funeral of Mrs. Sarah of this area. The Rev. Kelly
resided
who
son,
at
Fuller
Theological
Seminary
ment exercises jointly at 10 a. of directors of the Public Edu- et, Laurenti said that studies
He then is planning to ac- Jackson. Tenn., and was a Anderson, who had been in preached at the Mt. Tabor Bapan., May 30 in Carnegie Hall cation Association, New York,revealed that if a large num- in Pasadena, Calif., John Joynfailing health for a number of tist church Tuesday night.
quire
a Master's degree and go member of nom e Baptist
on the campus of M. I. col- Child Study Association of ber of whites sell in panic and er was elected president of the
years, was held Wednesday at
•••
lege.
,America, New York; and ()me- if there are only a few non - Associated Students Joyner is on for his doctorate in the field
I p.m. at Mt. Pleasant CME'MLA RIDGE,
a
after
hospital
General
Rouge
The speaker will be Dr. W. r ge Psi Phi Fraternity. He is a white buyers, this would cause,the first Negro to be elected of speech at the University of I
church, the Rev. D. W. Bollong stay there as the result of ton and Rev. J. H. E. Stray- ILL.
a decrease in values.
to this post in the history of Southern California.
J. Trent, jr., executive director native of Ashville, N. C.
George
A. Cross, grand
an
Fuller Theological Seminary seriou3 injuries received in
of the United Negro College The two colleges will hold
horn officiating.
Laurenti, who was main the school.
treasurer of M. W. Prince Hall
accident.
automobile
Fund, Inc., of New York City.[separate baccalaureate servic- speaker for the luncheon
Burial was in Anderson cem- ,Grand Lodge of Illinois, was reHe is a native of Gary, Ind., is an accredited professional
We are so happy to find that etery with Ford Funeral Home
Dr. Trent has served as Race es. Dr Robert F. Harrington,' meeting at the Sheratonschool for the training of young
cently honored as "Mason of
and is the son of Rev. and Mrs.
driving
is
Relations Officer of the Feder- pastor of Mt. Zion Methodist' Blackstone
men and women for all phases Mrs Malia Maxwell
in charge.
hotel's French
Year" in a grand reception
to and from her office again. Mrs. Anderson was a mem- given in his honor at
al Works Agency; Advisor on church, New Orleans, La , will Room, told the one-day con- Ernest Joyner, 1740 Fillmore of Christian service.
Douglass
any
do
St.
her
His
seen
father
is
the
not
pastor of
We hat:
Negro Affairs to PWA Admin- deliver the baccalaureate adber of Mt. Pleasant CME high
Founded
school
I.
in
gymnasium,
1947
bY
Dn.
so
was
the Jerusalem Baptist church.
driving since when she
istrate" and Secretary of the dress for Rust college at 6
Survivors are o n e Mounds, Ill.
church
Interior, Harold L Ikes; and a ip.m., May 29.
After graduating from Chica- Charles E. Fuller, this interde- kind to us in Los Angeles. But daughter, Mrs. Vandelia Don- There were many outstanding
not
go Teachers college in 1958, nominational seminary h a s after coming here we did
ald: one son, James Franklin people who
on the
driving. So
any
doing
her
see
Joyner studied at Fuller Sem- 283 students and 16 faculty
Anderson of St. Louis, Mo.; one
and aperdgmpaid tribute to pri
he
her
see
to
happy
very
are
we
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Marie' masonie career in a "This Is
inary where he will obtain his members,
her
to
going
car
in a beautiful
Anderson; one neice, one nep- Your Life" program.
office every day.
"111111111•111•11V
hew 14 grandchildren and 34 Officers of the country govOur week spent in San An- great-grandchildren.
ernment, business, fraternal
tonio, Tex., was like a tonic. It The senior class of Merry civic, educational and religious
more
Going
more.
meant eating
High school presented its last groups were represented on the
and receiving more _ visitors play Friday evening. May 6, program. The plaque was preeach day.
in the auditorium at 8 p. m. sented by Henry Fort, senior
The young medical and phar- The play was entitled " Or- grand warden of Chicago.
BATON ROUGE,
We were favored with a vismaceutical groups are unhappy chid Limousine." The cast was
Mrs. Hazel Stillwell, past
By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD it from Mrs. Ramsey, director
MEMPHIS — (UPI) — The Jewell was beaten to death
over the unfavorable weather directed by Mrs. Fannie M. worthy grand matron of Eureka
of
the
Maggie
Nance
Ringgold
we
At
the
day
Regional
Illemphis Commercial Appeal Tuesday night by boys w h o
Council of
conditions here. One
Johnson and Mrs. L. Riley. The
of Chicago
the 'National Council of Negro YWCA. It is encouraging to have almost summer weather, play was great and was very Grand chapter, OES
carried an editorial captioned
threw stones at his truck. LaWomen meeting in Houston, know that now there is a di- another day is cold. Today it is enjoyable, having been blended also spoke on the program.
"Murder In Chicago" relating
Prof. J. G. Hopkins, past depTex., we saw many friends, rector of Y Teens working in rainy.
to the killing of John Jewell, ter Jewel was hit over t h e
with mystery, laughter and su- uty grand mister of Illinois
the
Y,
who
is
helping
to
solve
we had not seen for two
37-year-old Memphis, Tenn., head, killing him.
Mrs Lizzie Williams died last spense. W. Cornelious McClure Print.: Hall Masons, presided.
years. So in addition to enjoy- problems, and advise young week. She was such a good, was student director.
truck driver, by teen-aged boys.
Mrs. Luemer Algee is recoving the sessions we enjoyed groups.
faithful church and Sunday A "Smiling Fellowship Min- ering from a recent automobile
The editorial said ''. . .What
Another new phase of helpful- school worker and always had strel" show was presented in
meeting members who a r e
happened in Chicago could have
accident.
LUIG/ LAURENTI
friends of that and other organi- ness conducted in the YWCA a kind word or smile .
Thomas
J.
Wentland,
2125
N.
the auditorium at Blairs Chap- Mrs. Nannie Carter is visiting
happened anywhere, but that it
shockzations.
are the mother and baby care
Another death that has
el Elementary school last Fri- her daughter, Mrs. Earline Cardid happen there will lead to Alpine Rd.. Rockford, has been ference that widespread fears
classes, They are being con- ed so many in our neighbor- day at 8: p. m. It was sponare
at
the
root
of
the
problem
Saw
Mrs.
Arnetta
G.
Wallace,
thorm, in Carbondale.
close observance of that city's appointed sales supervisor for
ducted also, in the M. N. Ringour young friend sored by the teachers and
Earl Hayes of Springfield
brand of justice as applied in Life Insurance Company of In housing. Racially separate vice president who came down gok. YWCA. Classes are c o n- hood is that of
Dr. L. S Israel, whose beauti- PTA.
spent the weekend with his fan.
this particular case."
North America in Chicago. His patterns, fear of drop in social from Chicago; Mrs. Sarah Diccorner
the
on
status and deep-seated racial kerson, corresponding secretary ducted by Mrs. Deola F. Cyrus, ful drugstore is
A family night services was fly here.
The editorial said "Chicago appointment was announced by prejudice itself are some of from Mobile, Ala.; Mrs. Ethel former State Health Nurse, now
near us. His mother died a held at Salem C M E church, Members of Mt. Zion church
Leland
T.
Waggoner,
CLU,
vice
has long had a habit of looking
the barriers which block in- F. Turner, treasurer, from New retired. These classes are co- short while ago, while his fa- Rev. C. J. Johnson pastor, and their pastor, the Rev. J. G.
down its nose at the South, of president-sales,
tegrated housing.
Orleans; Miss Corrine D. May- sponsored by the Baton Rouge ther, Dr. L. S. Israel died some last weekend with the Rev. J. Hopkins, ,worshipped with Mt.
belittling everything pertaining
buce,
recording secretary, Bat- chapter of the American R e d time ago.
However, Laurenti emphasizP. Strayhorn as guest speak- Zion church, Unity, Ill. The
to this section and especially
ed the point that often fear of on Rouge; Mrs. Lizzie W. Reed, Cross. Registration shows that The newly - elected governor er. Ths occasion was sponsor- Rev. J. G. Hopkins, worshipped
the South's judicial processes.
WACO, Tex. — According to financial loss is used as "an state assistant; Mrs. I. N. Giv- many are interested in the help- has just been inducted into of- ed by the Pastor's Aid club.
with Mt. Zion church, Unit y,
"This brutal murder by a the registrar's office at Paul honorable position" for whites ens, regional director, Baton ful information being received
fice. Hundreds and hundreds of Funeral services for Mrs. 111. The Rev. I. H. Wiggins,
coule of young thugs will help Quinn college, 28 candidates for so that they can feel "guilt Rouge.
in them.
Louisianians turned out for the Mary Nunn Roebuck were held pastor.
.
determine
whether
Chicago graduation are listed. Com- free" on the housing question. There were many other im- We spent a pleasant half-hour event. This was one of t h e Tuesday at 1 p. m. at St. John
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Fort
practices what she has so bla• mencement will be held May He said that property values portant committees that added with Mrs. Alma Cotton-Jacobs, beautifully arranged inductions No one Baptist church, the
and Mrs. Hazell Stillwell of Chitantly preached."
26.
can be used as a disguise for to the helpful sessions.
Rev. D. B. Hard, officiating. cago were recent guests of Mr.
who was released from Batoniinto office.
and Mr. G. A. Cross and family.
Mrs. Elnora Pryor has returned from Madison where she visited her son, Elder Leslie Pryor.
Mrs. Alberta Hopkins a n d
children, Carolyn and Victor Allen. spent the weekend visiting
relatives in Atoka, Tenn.
Ralph Waddy has purchased
South Center school for residential purposes.
Regular services were held a
the Bellfountain MB church, Levings, ill. Sunday with the pastor the Rev. J. G. Hopkins deliverLig the morning message.
Mother C. Eanes is recovering from a recent illness.
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Plan Joint
Commencements

Gary Student
Is Class Prexy

Memphis To Eye
Chicago Justice

t.

Baton Rouge

Soles Supervisor

l

Paul Quinn Grads
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,
sso,i.rion Of Coller

titgillecs Officers
2Iu Annual Meeting
Southern University
MI 5 • 7, 1960
Ph.(. I3.
DPP kerrantArr
runwesttureleiwrasr

PICTURF.D is the represen- American Association of Coltatives to the list Annual lege Business Officers held

at Southern University. May
5-7. Newly elected officers

were G. Cletus Birchette. I. T. Crestwell, Fisk Univer- ktgee institute, secretary; Southern was tbe
Atlanta University, president; ally, vice • pre a i den t; and Charles W. Moore. Mor- this year.
Charles E. Prothro, Jr., Tus- ris Brown College, treasurer.

beet school

Burial was in the church cemetery with Stevenson and Shaw
Funera Home in charge.
A talen program was rendered at Home Baptist church
, Sunday afternoon at. The affair wa., sponsored by the Red
Circle. Joice Lody is president Virginia Curry, secretary
and the Rev. Grimes, pastor.
Mrs. W S. Vance presented
Anna Catherine Long an 11
year old concert pianist with
some outstanding vocal selection in a "Mother's Day Classic" ,at Carver High school
Brownsville, Tenn., Sunday,
May 8, at 4 p. m. It was
for First Baptist church ce
which the Rev. E. L. Curris
Is minister.

CARVER HIGH NDCC Battle Warren C. Jackson, jr., a n d pose betore the
battle group
Group Commander Cadet Col. his sponsor Miss Diane Adair
formation.

Carver High NDCC

"kttAkt

•

Staff Photos By Hardin And Duncan

.*** •
CADET CAPTAIN Cuba Johnson, (center) drill team com-

mander, puts the drill team
through their paces demon-

strafing marching skills.

Ss*SsOsSit****IN

ail

C H 00
D 1 95 7

woad%
FOUR COLOR GUARDS are Carver NDCC. From left are
Robert Lee Dobbs; Sfc. Willie
among the top cadets in the Sic. Marion Louis Brown; Sfc.
B. Calvin and Sfc. Wilford
Jones,
LOVELY LADIES, alio act
as sponsors for NDCC gather

TOP OFFICERS of the Car- life at Carver. At left front son Jr., the
Battle Group Corn.
ver High NDCC are also lead- is Cadet Col. Warren C. Jackmander.
era in other phases of school

•

in front of the modern school maintain a good
average in
building. Young ladies must school work to be NDCC
spon-

ADULT LEADERS directly Rae, Instructor of Military
responsible for the NDCC and Science and Tactics; M r S.
sponsors at Carver high are Frances Hooks, sponsor adfrom left Capt. Harold E. Mc- visor and Prof. R. B. Thompson, Carver principal.

INFORMAL DISCUSSION of
firearms safety captures the
attention of company to mmanders and their sponsors.

SOrS.

Prom left are: Capt. Richard mander Co. R, and Miss Di.
Shams, commander Co. A; ane Smith; Capt. Cuba John.
Miss Willie Ann Hughe y; son, Drill Team Commander
Capt. James Warren, corn- and Miss Carolyn Spight.
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yiavvxs SOCIAL club celebra•

their reserved table at Cur- queen of the club,
are: J. W. Mary Jane Nelson, assistant
ou_ of the queen. Some mem- re's Club Tropicana at their parker,
cial club. They are (1. to r.) vice-president; Mrs. Ruby
, en
treasurer;
Willie Bradley, club queen; Der up; and member Joe Wit.
Horace secretary. In picture at right
of the Hawks pictured at recent celebration for
Joseph Wainwright, sergeant- Moore, 2nd runner-up; Tomthe Ferry, James Moore, Mrs. are officers of the
Bill Smith, business manager: son.
Hawks so- at-arms; Freeman Burnett, ink Atkins,
president; Mrs. Mrs. Bobbie Lambert, 1st run-

saumsso•ow wawa
eirifi—

SOCIETY

19 Date
1 For St.'Luke
Fashion Show

:May

Everettes Club Gives
Gay, Lavish Formal

Merry
Go-Round •

•

Foote Homes auditorium was crowd. Some
of the "old
the setting for the Everette So- timers" were heard to remark
The Annual Fashion Show and
Tea of the Greater St. Luke
cial club's annual formal recent- that this was the most fabulous
•
yet by the Everettes.
Baptist church, 1280 North
ly. With walls of ivy and basket
Guests included Mrs. ErnesStonewall will be held Sunday,
of glads throughout the building, tine Taylor with Leonard Young,
May 29, from 4 till 6 p.m. The
the entire dance was lighted by Miss C. Jean Willette, Mr. and
affair will be sponsored by the
Mrs. Phillip Hill, Mr. and Mrs.
No. 1 and 2 choirs, presidents,
candles.
!Nis •••UNIII••••_•••sossill Mrs. Bere:c
e Brown and Miss
The club table was a master- John Pope, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. W.
Ile presence of Marjorie erts, °theta and Joe Shannon, Josephine Boyd respectively.
H. Bonds, Miss Georgia C.
piece with a center-piece of
!Greene Handy and husband, Evelyn Iles, Jolene and Windell The No. 2 choir
Banks, Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Parks
is honoring
white glads and snapdragons of Nashville, Miss Erma MorWeyer 0. of New York City, Sawyer, Melvin Conley a n d their president with a
fish fry
and gold candlelabras with ris, Boysie Buggs,
gave rise to several interesting your scribe. The feted pair left in order that she may
be able
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Martin,
gatherings of family, school- Saturday night for the Gotha to go to the Congress in
white candles. The edge of the
m
BufMr. and Mrs. Ernest Redeemer,
mates and intimates of Mrs. city, where Marjorie is a su- falo, N. Y., June 15. The fry
table was draped with running M
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Huff, Mrs.
liandy. Her husband is t he pervisor in the Psychiatric cen- will be held May 21 on the
smilax.
youngest son of the late famed ter at Monteflore hospital and church lawn from 11 a.m., unThe band stand was a minis- Lois Clark, A. N. Wallace, Mr.
and Mrs. T. Love, Mr. and Mrs.
composer, and since they could Weyer is connected with the til. The president, officers and
ture flower garden.
not be present for the recent un- Handy music firm.
While the band played the Joe W. Green, Mr. and Mrs.
members of the Macedonia church, 2159 Griggs ave., will
veiling of the Handy statue, BRIDGE
Club's Song, ''Trees" the mem- James King, Mr. and Mrs. BradCLUB
be special guests. Rev. L. M.
bers were introduced as they ford Holmes, Miss Beatrice
their two-week visit helped to
Mrs. L. Delores Scott w a s Morgan
prolong the festivities which enappeared through an archway Parks, Eugene Watkins.
field is pastor of Macehostess as the recent meeting donia.
Miss Juanita Franklin, Mr.
bearing letters spelling out the
sued over the auspicious occaof the Entre Nous Bridge club,
club's name. They were all and Mrs. Fred Peoples, Mr,
sion.
Friend
s
of
St.
Luke
may
call
held at Gay Hawk Inn. Enjoybeautifully gowned, wearing roy- and Mrs. Melvin Williams, Mrs.
BR. 6-4037 and order sandwichTo be sure, it was really a ing a delicio
us dinner and es.
al blue brocades satin pumps Eardean Dolley, Miss Cleo
Beauty, Barber shops and
grand family reunion. . .what bridge were
Mesdames Gladys busine
and rhinestone accessories with Shorter, Mrs. Evenlyn Hunter,
sses may call Miss Joswith the family Matriach, Mrs. Anderson, Helen
H. Bowen, ephine Boyd,
white gloves and carnation cor- Edward Jackson, Mrs. Dorothy
who expresses
Hasolee Greene visiting from Gwendolyn
Featherstone, Earn- her sincere gratit
Wheeler, Willie Moore, Miss
sages.
ude in adSan Diego, Calif., where I h e estine Gray, Clemen
tine Ram- vance for the support.
Anita Thomas, Mrs. Irene ColeCAPACITY CROWD
now resides with her son and sey, Marianne Roach
, Carrie
In spite of the torrential sho- man, Joseph Hall, Mr. and Mrs.
Other officers of the choirs
family — Paul and Hertisene Scott, Essie
Shaw, Bernice are Miss Maxine Curry,
wers there was a capacity John Winters.
secreGreene — who have built a Smith and Nedra
Smith. Guests tary of No 2; Miss L. Mosby
Mrs. Versie Butler, Mr. and
,
lovely home at Chula Vista, a of the evenin
g were Mesdames director of No. 2; and Mrs. L.
Mrs.
Walter Thomas, Jr., Mrs.
guhurb of the Southern Califor- St. Elmo
Hampton, Bertha P. M. Bland supervisor. Rev. T.
Sarah Branch, Mrs. Ruby Hennia city. Marporie and Weyer's Ray and Frances Hassel
l. Prizderson, Miss Deloise Tiller, SolBuckner is pastor and Rev.
time was divided between the es were won by
Carrie Scott, I. Reed, jr., is booster.
omon Wright, Clyde Williams,
homes of her niece and hus- Helen Bowen and
Frances HasThe Delrina Social club Is Mrs. Helen Holey, Miss Lillie
band. Jolene Westbrook Sawyer sell.
T II E EVERETTES — The they stand in their arch de te
p.m., at Currie's Club TropicaHill, Mrs. Vera Taylor, sponsoring a whist party Satur- Wesson. Andy Nunnall. Mrs.
and her husband, Windell. . .
Everette Social club "threw" triumph after being introduc- president;
COBRA CLUB
Mrs. Gertrude Wal- day, May 21, at the home of Willie M. Story, Mr. and Mrs.
na.
and her sister and brother-inone of the biggest and most ed at the lavish affair in lace
One of our best known bridge The featur
and
Mrs.
Irene Cathey. Mrs. Walter Grady of 1536 James Parker, Jr.
ed fashions for the fabulo
law Dorothy and Joseph West- clubs
us formals ever held in
Foote
of long standiing. The co- show will
Mrs. Sadie Kinse, Givan KinHomes
auditorium. Seated, from left are Mrs. Birdsong st. There will be
be courtesy of Mr.' Memphis recent
brooks.
ly and here They are standing from left, Ethel Bilges, Mrs.
bras, was the guest of Mrs. and Mrs.
se,
Jr., Mrs. Myrtle Gardner,
plenty
of
refres
hments
Vernia
Earl Thompson of
and
Among the courtesies extend- Elizabeth Shaw at her lovely
Mrs. Jean Ingram, Mrs. Kat- Watkins and Mrs. Dot Hardin fun galore.
Milton A. Jones, Mrs. Pauline
Kansas City, Mo. The Thomp.
ed were two parties feting the home, 337 Burdock St., last
A case of beer will be given Reed, Willie McFarland, Rudell
interesting couple last week, Saturday at a party featuring a sons sell a fine line of clothing
Smith,
who
is
now
away
doing
to the person holding Gray, Mrs. Mussett Pickens,
in their shop in Kansas City.
which showed two distinct fac- delicious menu and lovely prizgraduate study at the univer- the lucky ticket.
Miss Dorothy Gary, Mrs. MickThese fashions will be modelets of Memphis hospitality.
es. . .enjoyed by Mesdames Sasity. was recently awarded a
Mrs. Catherine Grady, presi- ey Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Ared by local lovelies.
Mrs. Rubye Harris Gadison die McCoy, Maydella Reeves,
National Science Foundation dent; Mrs. Amia Ingram, sec- thur Martin, Charles Hill
and
The highlight of the evening The Ohio State UniversitylSmith as a member.
He was fellowship for twelve months retary:
entertained with a soignee cas- Allie Mae Roberts, Jana Porand
Mrs.
Gladys Tyree Hrrdin.
will be the presentation of "Ten Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, na- initiated in recognition
of
high toward his doctorate degree, Dortch, reporter.
ual buffet supper party that ga- ter, Christine Robinson, Olivia
Among the clubs present were
of the Best Dressed Women of tional scholastic recognition•attainments in liberal scholar
- wits a stipend of $2200, plus The party will be from 8 the Triple A's,
thered M arjorie's intimates to Lewis Frieda Marr Dora Todd
the Shirlettes and
society
Mem
,
has
p
electe
his
d Alphonselship.
." These winners will
!tuition and fees.
an evening loaded with intellec- Alzora Haste and guests Aret-•
p. m. until.
the Excelsiors.
be selected by a distin
guished
tual conviviality sparked with ta Polk and Willie Mae Gordon. panel
of judges. The following
delectable food and drink, fine Prizes went to Mesdames Mccategories will be used In
reelsadings on the hi-fi, and Coy, Roberts and Haste . .and
the
selections: Business wome
-,...,..
--..,
setrift of masses of floral beau- guest consolations to the two
n,
professional
-............._
women, housety.% the living room, den and guests.
."-"-..........
' ---^.....--...--.........
,
wifes, working girls,
".--,,....,
-...„.......
„
27'
.
.........„........._
business
.......,
the dining room. Assisting Rub- SEQUINS MEET
and professional wives.
-----_,;-----,:--ye were her mother, Mrs. Rosie Tony's Inn
was the scene of Proceeds from the show
will
--,...., ''............-”,
Clark, her brother Hullie Har- the lovely
party given for the be used to sponsor worthy
girls
ris *ho handled the bar and Sequins
..........17-......„,.........“
.........,,
Bridge
club
by in the summer session of the
a smart picture in blue Mrs. Rose Nell
Iles last Satur- Girl Scout camp. Tickets are
hite floral lounge attire, day night, where
members on sale for $1.50 in advance.
a ; the honoree in an outfit were tree chic
in Spring and COLOR IS IT
of black and coral printed pants early Summer
attire. Rose re- Springtime is fashion time.
outfit.
ceived her guests in a Chanel The most colorful season of
the
Interesting and soul • search- type suit of brown and
white year is the inspiration for La
ino0. was the chit-chat en- checks with a white linen Rita Homemaker's
Social Club's
sile
-6 _ what with Althea and blouse. Ida Mae Walker
, one forthcoming show, when they
HMS Price, Lionel Arnold of the nation's best dressed will sponsor their 11th
Annual
(Mahn we've mentioned previ- ladies was striking in black evening of cham,
"Color Is It."
ously) who kept open the line and white bold checks the The Flamingo Room,
on May
of communication anent Le- bodice featuring bell sleeves. 22, at 8 p m., will be the
time
Moyne's activities about the Others present were Gloria and place. The Star model
will
honoree's Alma Mater, Gloria Howard, Rubye Gadison, Bev- be Mrs. Juda Eiland, and guest
and Howard Simon. Helen and erly Ford Wallace, Almazine models Mrs. Denice Rochelle
"Cream itself couldn't make coffee taste
.4/
Sawyer, Dorothy and Joe Davis, Juanita Brewster, Ruth and Mrs. Lorice Van Pelt. The
richer—yet Carnation has only 1/2 the fat
rooks, Jolene and Wind- Mims, Jessie McNeely, Thelmal direct° and narrator of t h e
show
calori
es," Miss Thrift emphasizes. Carnawill
be
ell Sawyer, Ruth and George Harris, Grace Collins, Mary
Mrs. Martha Jean
tion in the red and white can is the world's
Mims, Marsaret and Fred Riv- Pruitt and Helen Prater. Priz- Steinberg
ers, Oscar and Jewel Speieht, es were handsome su mmer NEW COETTES
favorite brand of evaporated milk.
At the recent introduction tea
Leland and Julia Atkins, Mel- handbags. . .one of white straw
vin Conley, Almazine Davis, El- featuring shells went to Alma- held by the members of the
ale Thomas, Thaddeus Stokes zinc. . .beige straw and shells, Memphis chapter of The Cowon by Ruth Mims and a de- ettes, four new charming memand "yours truly."
Friday night, found Dorothy lectable white pearlized evening bers were added to the roster.
They are Miss Rickie McGraw,
WHIPPED SUNDAE SALAD
and Joe Westbrooks as hosts for bag won by Mary Pruitt.
daught
er of Mr. and Mrs. J.
a party in the light vein, FINE ARTS CLUB
(M Outs 6 servings)
C. McGraw Miss Carolyn Branwhere casual entertainment and The Memphis Fine Arts club
don, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
To Whip Carnation: chill 1 cup undiluted
active fun was the order of the met at the lovely home of Dr.
0. L Brandon; Miss Elizabeth
Carnation Evaporated Milk in refrigerator
evening. The Madison craze and Mrs. N. M. Watson, LemPrudent, daughter of Mr. and
made itself felt, and practical- uel on Walker Avenue — the
tray until soft crystals form around edge
Mrs. James Prudent, and Miss
ly everyone got in on the act. club's headquarters. A large Yvonne
of
tray (15-20 minutes). Whip until stiff
Owens, daughter of
Center of much attention was group of members were pres- Mrs.
(about 1 minute). Add 2 tablespoons
Frankie Owens and the
"Carnation is the milk that whips like cream—with far fewer fat calories,"
Mrs. Greene, who is loved by ent, with program participation late Mabro
lemon juice. Whip until very stiff (1-2
Miss Thrift explains to a
n Owens. Guiding the
everyone with whom she comes by Mrs. Ester Esters, w h o planning is+
student. "I prefer it to any other brand for recipes like Whipped Sundae Salad.
the lovely tea held
minutes longer). Makes about 3 cups.
(Reci
"
pe
at
right
)
in contact. . .and everyone kept spoke on Decorations, cultural in the Lounge of
LeMoyne's
going back to the buffet table and creative at home and dif- Bruce Hall were
Miss Erma
1/
3
4 cups canned pineapple chunks
which dispensed a superb spa- ferent nations. Mrs. Lucy Pet- Lee Laws and Mrs.
A. A. Letghetti supper, the culinary abil- erman rendered a solo, accom- ting, advisor and co-advisor reI cup pineapple syrup
ity of the host.
panied by Mrs. Dorothy Gra- spectively
1 package lemon gelatin
Enjoying it all, and bidding a ham, both of the faculty
of JUGS PLAN
fond adieu to Marge and Weyer, Owen colitee. The dining room The J-U-G-S were the guests
1/2 cup chopped nuts
the latter who likes our clean of the lovely home was striking of Miss Erma Laws last Satur/
1
2 cup mayonnaise
and beautiful city and the prog- with the table highlighted with day, where they are deep in
ress that has taken place in the an arrangement of white and plans for the installation of
I cup chopped celery
heir first chapter in Winston
years which have elapsed since red roses, arranged by
Miss Pinkie Thrift is chairman of
Mrs.
throu
moist
gh
bakin
3cups whipped Carnation (above)
g. And an easy,
Salem, N C. Mrs. Carolyn
he lived here as a child. . • Watson. Prizes were given
for Posy
the home economics department at delicious cheese sauce that needs
of that city, a classmate
were again, Margariet Rivers, winners of games and
to the
Drain pineapple. Heat syrup to boiling.
Southern University, Baton Rouge, no flour or butter because Carna
of Miss Velma Lois Jones at
' — schoolmate at Fisk where first person present.
tion
Serving as
Pour
over gelatin. Stir until gelatin disLouisiana. "In class we use Carna• itself is so creamy-rich. It whips
attended
he
undergraduate hostesses for the occasion were Columbia university, a n d in
,
solves. Chill until thick and syrupy. Add
whose wedding she was a brides
, schabl, and her husband, Fred Mrs. Etta Page, and
tion to make favorite dishes taste too—higher than whipping cream!"
Mesdames maid a couple
nuts, mayonnaise aril celery. Fold the
. . .Jacqueline and Edward Payne, Patton
of years ago, is
and Phillips.
extra
special—as if they'd been made A special method of evaporation
the contact for the new chapKniglit, Thirkell Stovall, Bessie LES V OG ETTE
whipped Carnation and the gelatin mix.1
S
with cream," Miss Thrift explains. gives today's Carnation the
ter Mrs Peay is formerly of
and Joseph Stovall, Earl bus
ture together. Alternate leyeesectwhi
conLes Voguettes Social club williEo
pped
rt Worth. Tex., and now re"Wond
ton, Helen and C. C. Sawyer present its annual
erfully smooth cream sauce, sistency of golden country cream
gelatin mixture and pineapple
fashion show, sides in the North Carolina
in tall
city,
Butrye Gadison, Joan and Joh "Ten of the
for example. Meat loaf that stays —with /
Best Dressed Worn- where Velma Lois
glasses. Chill, garnish and serve.
1
2 the fat calories.
visited on
Johnson, Mary and Jack Rob• en" on Sunday
, May 29, at 8 weekend party last
Fell.
"Irant Contented Cowl"

•

BY MARJORIE I. ULEN •

•

Delrinas Set
Whist Party

Top Honor To Douglass Grad

•

recipe:

Home Economics Director tells why...

"Carnation is the milk I use like cream
-with 1/2 the fat calories!"

I
I

•
n-•

Breakfast For Milady A Hit
Staff Photos By Hardin

PLANNING COMMITTEE for
the successful "Breafast For
Milady." sponsored by th e
Memphis Alumnae Chapter of

;
"k •
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority at breakfast chairman; M r s.
I Mr,.. Addle Jones. May Meek
Currie's Club Tropicana Sat- Raychelle Carhee, chairman,
chairman.; Mrs. Hattie House,
urday morning include, left to - library awards; Mrs. Maxine
, publicity director; Mrs. Vernright, Miss Elsie Thom a s, Smith, chapter president; ice Nabrit,
"Mother of the
I Year" chairman.

MRS. FLORENCE HAYES,
second from left, is honored
as Delta "Mother of the

Year" as a highlight of the
Breakfast. With her are her
two sons, Taylor C. 0. Hayes,

MRS. VERNICE TERRY, i the prettiest hat. Making the
left, takes home the prize for announcement is President

STRIKING MODELS take I showing. Mrs. Willie Ann Tayspotlight at Breakfast fashion lor, left, shows a beautiful

left, and Thomas Hayes, Jr.
At right is Mrs. '1'ernice Na.
brit, "Mother of the Year"

Smith. The ladies left the hat
judging to three men picked

from random from the midi.
ence. Mrs. Terry won a prize
last year for the prettiest bat.

cocktail dress while M r s. I ing lounging ensemble.
Gladys Greene wears a fetch-

apseasaismiaros

MRS. LOTTIE
BROOKS,
right, herself a Delta, re-

LIBRARIANS WHO received
copy of the book, Mary
Church Terrell, Respectable

Person, pose with some memhers of the sorority. Left to
right are Mrs. Vernice Na-

brit, Mrs. Rebecca Biram,
Mrs. Rosnlind Hayes, M r s.
Addle Jones, Mrs. Frances

Hooks, Mrs. Malcom Weed
lad Mrs. Raychelle Carhee.

ceives the prize Mr having s Delta Sorors. Mrs. Harriette
the most daughters who are Walker presents the priz e.

PORTION OF CROWD that t Milady is shown enjoying the
turned out for Breakfast For
fashion shqw which was a fea-

tare of the 'affair. The event
climaxed Delta's May Week

Mrs. Brooks was the Dells
"Junior Miss" chairman.

activities.

J.DSmifh •
Speaker At
A&T College
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Negro A.L. To Open May 29

GREENSBORO, N. C. — An
all-time great athlete at AleT
College will deliver the main
address at the annual All-Sports
banquet to be held at the college on Friday evening, May 20.
J. D. Smith, former Aggie
fullback, now an All-Pro back
with the San Francisco "FortyNiners" and who last season
ranked number two in rushing
in the National Football League,
will speak at the dinner meeting.
Seventy • five athletes, members of varsity squads for football, basketball, track and baseball, will receive the official
monogram, emblematic of varsity competition a n d several
others will be singled out for
entrcial awards for extraordinary performance during the
current seasons.
The affair will be held in
Murphy Hall beginning at 7:30
p.m., and dancing will follow
at the Charles Moore Gymnasium.

, Greater efforts will be made McKnight, catcher; -and Tommy Rufus Gibson, a player manThe Negro American League year at the turnstiles.
seaOn Sunday, better than 6,000 toward a youth development Taylor, ace right hand pitcher.' ager also, has a squad of 24
will open its 1960 Baseball
May
Sunday,
fronts
two
son on
fans came out to witness a well- program. The Kansas City Mon- The Barons managed by Jim players in training at Bessemer,
21, when the Kansas City Mon- played game between the Ral- archs, under the leadership of Canady, one of the all-time Ala. Gibson has such veterans
archs invade Rickwood Field at,
a new manager, Sherwood greats of the league, have been as: Eugene Holmes, ace right
Birmingham, Ala. to battle the eigh Tigers and the Birminga star infielder for a drilling a squad of 30 players hander; Bob Worthington, catchBirmingBrewer,
at
Barons
Black
ham
Birmingham Black Barons.
years in the league, daily in Birmingham. Returning er; Ralph Fortson, infielder;
of
teams
number
League's
the
of
All
ham.
travel
will
Tigers
The Raleigh
a squad of 26 players are: Jesse Bass, James and Jimmy Durante, infielder.
training
April
been
on
has
training
spring
started
to New Orleans to take on the
Ivory, infielders; Brown, Jack- The Stars also have a new
transplanted Detroit - New Or-1 24, with the accent on develop- players at New Orleans.
standout
eon, John Mitchell, outfielders; manager, Wesley Barrow, a forsuch
has
Brewer
since
players,
ball
young
ing
leans Stars. The teams' owners
last
Willie Smith and Phil Welch, mer catcher with the Baltimore
the
from
back
sucplayers
have been greatly encouraged each of the teams were
Elites. The Stars have the largpitchers.
their
squad
as:
of
year's
some
selling
in
cessful
exhibiby the turnout of fans in
addition
est
squad in training with 40'
new
the
Tigers,
The
infielder;
Dancy,
Nathaniel
clubs
league
tion games played thus far, andj players to major
by,players at New Orleans, La.
managed
are
league
the
to
Ira
outfielder;
Mitchell,
Jesse
year.
last
banner,
a
to
are looking forward

Ike Honors Big O's Mother
Receives Key
To Cincinnati

•

•

Motor Leagues
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W L Pct. GB
San Francisco 18 8 692 —
17 0 .654 1
Pittsburgh
11 9 .550 4
Milwaukee
2
1
13 12 .520 4/
Cincinnati
to
forced
sity. Thomas was
2
1
/
6
.444
15
12
Angeles
Los
atilt at seven feet because
2
/
8 13 .381 71
the standards were extended Chicago
8
.375
15
9
Louis
St.
Teleto their limit. (U P I
Philadelphia 10 17 .370 814
photo)
Saturday's Results
Philadelphia 5, Cincinnati 2
Pittsburgh 6, Milwaukee 4 (11
innings)
Chicago 4, St. Louis 0
Los Angeles 2, San Francisco 1

CINCINNATI, Ohio — (UPI) time and best wishes."
FLYING — Boston
— Mrs. Mazell Robertson, University President Dr, Wal- STILL
record holding
mother of Cincinnati basketball ter Langsam said that "de- University's
clears the bar
Thomas
John
star Oscar (Big 0) Robertson, spite what are presumed to have
feet in a dual meet
seven
At
was honored by the University been great financial inducebetween Syracuse Univer•
of Cincinnati, the city of Cin- ments to Oscar to turn profescinnati and President Eisenhow- sional before completing his coler.
lege program, this devoted and
The shy woman was present- far - sighted mother guided her
ed a citation from the Univer- noted son so that he did not
sity for her "devotion and i drop-out."
courage" in seeing that her son Mrs. Robertson was presentcompleted his college education ed with an album containing letand spurned lurative profes- ters from the community's outsional basketball offers.
standing educators praising her
Globetrotters tional cities, Portland, Ore., and
The Harlem
President Eisenhower sent a stand.
with rules Pittsburgh, Fa., had been grantexperiment
will
telegram to UC officials. It She told the post • mother's
and would start
read in part:
LANSING, Mich. —
day luncheon in her honor that changes, including a three point ed franchises
in 1961-62 along EAST
schedule
shots,
the
long
special
on
score
and Illinois,
Michigan
Mrs. Mazell Robertson, who, she insisted on Oscar finishing
(UPI)
used by the with the original members, San
by encouraging her talented son his education ''because in years which might be
perennial Big Ten track powKansas
Angeles,
Los
Basketball
Francisco,
American
Wenzel to complete his college educa- to come, if you don't have an new
ers, are favored to capture top
GAY TIME — With his team whale of a time taking his sters are clowns Paul
League, owner - coach Abe Sa- City, Washington, D. C., CleveGerlish
Jackie
d
n
a
Madison
(left)
at
circus
sacrifices
by
many
and
the
her
tion
to
education,
there's
kids
not
New
much
you
honors in the conference champlay,
to
not scheduled
land and Chicigo.
perstein said.
Chihuahua for him along the way, has set can do."
pionships here next Friday and
York Yankee ballplayer Els- Square Garden. The kids are (right). The little
Clevethat
said
unidentified. an admirable example for par- Mrs. Robertson was also pre- Saperstein, who will own the Saperstein
is
(center)
pooch
Shirand
4,
Jr.,
Elston
(left)
Saturday.
a
has
(center)
Howard
ton
San Francisco franchise in the land, Washington, Kansas City
Michigan is the 1960 indoor
ents throughout the land. In sented a key to the city by Mayley, 2. Entertaining the young- UPI Telephoto
new league, which he said and San Francisco wanted to
with Illinois the rundeep appreciation of the value or Donald Clancy. But perhaps,
titleholder
but
fall,
this
would start in the 1961-62 sea- start the league
of education to each citizen and the highest tribute came from son, outlined rules changes he that the other four members did nerup while the Mini are the
to the nation, she has revealed Oscar himself who told the gath- had discussed with other own- not have arenas available for defendng outdoor champions.
a wisdom of the highest order. enng that "I'm thankful for the ers as possibilities for the play and that it was decided to Michigan finished second in last
Please give her my congratula-1 guidance she game me."
defer the start until all eight year's outdoor competition.
league.
begin.
Michigan State, the third.
Among them will be to score teams could
team in 1959, is considered
place
taken
shots
three points on
a good bet to repeat last year's
from outside a line to be drawn
performance and Minnesota is
21 feet out court from the basalso rated highly.
ket.
Four individual champions
be
to
Other experiments
will
be defending their titles.
Eugene
Johnson,
Ralph
the
Harris,
in
speedster
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, Ala. White Rattler
made by the Globetrotters will
They are John Brown, Iowa, in
one
10.2,
of
games,
time
Cola
with
(Lee
A&M
century
minute
broke
Alcorn
University
White);
40
play
A&M
be to
the 440; George Kerr, Illinois,
to widen the lane under t h e
a meet record and wan nine tenth of a second off the existing lins, Monroe Stewart, Willie
in the 880; Bob Lake, Michigan
A.
—
La.
Olympic
by
ROUGE,
shared
10.1,
of
the
record
BATON
feet,
world
an18
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Harris, Roosevelt Johnson, Robthe basket to will be cited as "Coach of the the discus.
In the senior women's divis- len Washington Gambrel' trophy ert Martin.
BATON ROUGE, La.—South- two-three win in the javelin wide area behind
to delay Decade" at the 100 per cent The Illini will be defending its
maneuvering,
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ion, Tuskegee had the field vir- which was donated by Clarence
Florida A&M ern university held fast to throw good for 10-points, t h e pay from three to five seconds Wrong Club's annual banquet of mile relay title with Ted Bees—
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memory
in
Chicago,
of
Johnson
Tentually alone, inasmuch as
end was in sight.
(Willie Poole, Robert Harris, their
Athletic
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Ralph Johnson);
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Lee Collins, Willie Simpson, members of the SWAC, with
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ertson, Alcorn A&M. Time 10.2.
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James Denmark, crack pole SPRINT MEDLEY — Florida
William Dallas, Frank Ed- Stone Johnson of Grambling Houston, Tex., took the high
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vaulter of A&M, set a new rec- A&M (Willie Poole, Robert Hard
an
track
invitational
school,
Calif. — (UPI) —
wards). Time 3:32,
college ran his second 100-yard
ence to take the championship,
By JOHN A. HOLLEY
ord of 14 feet in his event, eras- ris, Clarence Childs, Ralph
MOTEN MILE — Charles dash of the season in the South- field meet held eac;i year in DURHAM, N. C. — North the first since 1955. Previously Gary Stenlund of Orgon tossed
ing the 1941 standard of 13.6 Johnson); Alcorn A&M (Lee Colconjunction with the SWAC
Holmes, Florida A&M; Eugene ern university stadium when he
2 inches;
/
Carolina College's tennis team the Jaguars were SWAC cham- the javelin 260 feet, 41
held by Walter Farmer of Xav- lins, Monroe Stewart, John Robchampionships.
Mason, Florida A&M; Wiley finished ahead of TSU's Homer
dual match in pions in 1946-47-48.49-50 and Doug Smith of Occidental upfirst
their
lost
ier university. Denmark wiped ertson, Willie Simpson). Time
Yates posted a total of 38-'
Lane, Florida A&M. Time 4:51.4. Jones for a new mark.
three years, succumbing to 1955.
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high
school,
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can Relays held here in March.
a 7-1 score in Charlotte. The 49-50 and again in 1954, Mum- Santa Clara Youth
tinued to shatter it with suc- Blue, Florida A&M; James BetVillage
Southern university's sprint Houston.
by the Eagles broke a con- ford led his Jaguars to national
loss
cessive tries until he erected tenon, Florida A&M; Jimmy ST. LOUIS — (UPI)
team set an American record
— Len medley relay team became the
streak of 35 con- championships.
win
secutive
Burge, Alcorn A&M, Time 51.4. Wilkens, 6-1 Providence, (R. I.)
the final mark.
first record smashers in t h e
secutive dual victories amassed In 1958, Mumford was named In the medley relay as high.
Monroe Stewart, Alcorn A&M TWO - MILE RELAY — Flor- college senior guard, has sign- meeting when they shaved twoa period of three net cam- to the National Association of lights of the West Coast Reover
college, upset favored Eugene ida A&M (Charles Holmes, Wil- ed with the St. Louis Hawks, tenths of a second from their
paigns. It was the first loss by Intercollegiate Athletics Hall of lays.
lie Westbrooks, Maceo Jennings, general manager Ed MaCauley 3:29 2 set last year, turning the
a Jimmy Younge - coached Fame in the football category. With a crowd of 15,000 watchISamuel Rivers; Tuskegee (Rich- announced.
event in 3:29-flat.
squad since 1057.
Presently, Mumford serves on ing in balmy waether, the 19ard McCurty, Houston Johnson, Wilkens was the first draft For three-fourths of the way,
Fort Carson's classy lightNapoleon Horton, playing in the executive committee of the year-old Stenlund made the secSteve Monroe, Al Seals; Ala- choice of the NBA western di- It was a dog-fight for leaderspot, won the only NAIA, the top policy - making ond-longest throw in the counbama State (Herbert Smith, vision champions and was on ship between Southern and Tex- weight boxer, Leslie Norris, won the No. 3
the day for the body of the association.
of
match
try this year to win the "Outchampionship
Henry Gilliam, Robert Greene, the second team of United Press as Southern, with Prairie View the inter - service
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8:55.2.
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Time
Washington.
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u
b
C.,
striking
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All
N.
International's
within
LeJeune,
Ame;ican
at Camp
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY, Pa.
th, Relays.
Stroud of Smith in three sets.
Ida A&M (Willie Poole, Robert selections this year.
when the Jaguars scored a one- he defeated James Richardson,
— Lincoln university was host
Horton lost the initial set, 5-7,
But the. crowd thrilled more
to its fifth annual relays, a'
Fuchu Air Force Base, Japan. but bounced by with a treto the feat of Smith upsettrack and field event for high
ting I'orton in the 100 with a
Although Army copped four mendous all - court effort to
schools of southeastern Pennsylclocking of 9.4 seconds.
championships, the Air Force, win the match with 6-3, 6-4
vania and Maryland on Linwith 22 points, won interservice seta.
Norton had been unbeaten in
coln's track on May 6 from 1
honors, according to Army NCC's top singles pair, Maur- With the unexpected resiems- 29 straigh, races, taking on the
to 5 p.m. Twelve sechools parTimes. Army netted 18 points; ice Handy (No. 1) and Zack lion of president Maurice Wig- world' hest. He was doubleticipated.
the Marines, 12; and Navy, 8. Davis (No. 2) fell under the gins, the Old Ball Players held winne) in the Pan - American
Kennett Consolidated High
potent rackets of Smith's Den- their special election Saturday. Games last summer and had
Norris had a hard time in the
school retained its first place
ton
Johnson and Drew Williams Wiggins offered his resignation not los a race in a year.
first round as Richardson jabdue to his inability to perform
trophy from the relays of last
in that order.
then
bed sharp left hooks and
year by gaining four first places
Handy, in losing his third sin- because of the press of business
danced out of range.
and five second places out of
gles test of the '60 season, ex- matters.
In the second, however, the tended Johnson, a fresh man Elected to the presidency of
eleven events. Kennett ConsoliCarson man became the aggres- from Detroit, to three sets be- the group was Albert McEndree,
dated was led by Don Webster,
sor and caught Richawlson on fore losing in the re-match be- one of the founders. Simon Bu- BALTIMORE, Md. — (UPI)
who was voted the outstanding
the chin with well-timed com- tween the two top-seeded net- ford, former baseball and Colle- —Valmy Thomas, the catcher
athlete of the meet. Webster
binations. Each took turns trad- ters. The NCC junior, winner gians basketball star, was elect- optioned to Indianapolis earlier
anchored the winning 440 and
ing hooks but Norris clearly of the first meeting between the ed vice president.
this spring by the Philadelphia
880-yard relay teams of Kenwon the round.
nett. Webster also set a new retwo, dropped the first set 7-5, Other vice presidents elected Phillies, was purchased by the
2,
1
lay broad jump record of 21.2/
Richardson began to tire in bet rellied with consistent were William H. Jones, Larry Baltimore Orioles for cash and
a player, who will be sent to
breaking the old record of 20.6
the third and at this point Nor- smashing serves to win the sec- Gem and Sandy Thompson.
Officers
re-elected
were
later. The amount
ElIndianapolis
ris
forced the fight all the way ond set, 8-2. However, Johnson
set by Viscount Nelson of Oxto take a decision.
ford in 1956.
took the third set, 6-2, with a wood 'Bingo' DeMoss, treasur- of cash involved was not diser; Maurice Davis, recording closed.
D. Biddle of Westtown set a
Norris, 27-year-old wire main- strong net game and powerful secretary; Carter Wilson, finan- Thomas will boost the club's
new distance of 43.10.5 in the
tenance man with Headquarters service, winning the match.
cial secretary; William Bacon, roster to 27. The roster must
shot put, breaking West ChestTroop, 16th SkyCav, was 1959 Davis, a finalist in the CIAA corresponding secretary: Billy be cut to 25 by May 18.
er's R. Bunnel's record of 43.71
2.
/
All-Army light welter champion. tourney in '59, lost ti Williams Harris, auditor; and William
The Orioles needed catching
J. Taylor of Kennett Square
He was defeated at Army lev- in straight sets, 6-3, 6-3. Wil- Jones, sergeant-at-arms.
because their No. 1 receivhelp
vaulted 10.6 to establish a new
el this year but was selected liams' cutting shots and court
Members of the board of di- er, Gus Triandos, is sidelinrecord; the old record of 10
cunning
proved fatal to Davis rectors are George Bennette,
for interservice and won.
ed with a hand injury,
was set in 1956 by Detain, also
He won the European welter- in the second meeting between Oliver W. Dixon, Joe Green, The Phillies obtained Thomof Kennett. A fourth new recent
weight championship in 1954 and the two. Davis took an earlier Joe Montgomery, Marion Thom- as, a native of the Virgin Iswas set by E. Christy of Havre
the light welter crown in 1957 match from the Smith netter. as and Bobby Anderson.
lands, from the San Francisco
de Grace, raising the old standthere. He copped the Fourth The win by Fmith asserted State representative William Giants in December 19514 The
ard of II" to the new height
them as a strong contender to H. Robinson will install the of- Phillies also got pitcher Ruben
U. S Army title in 1958
of 6 1 1-4". The previous rec• UPSET !!! — Unheralded
Ikl,,reis is the son of Mr. and ahakp t h e Eagles from their ficers at the group's anneit Gomez in the trade while the
Norton to win the leo yard a time of 9.4. Smith headerd was set by M. Rayme of Doug Smith (right) of Occi- dash in the West Coast Re- ed Norte,' his first defeat Mrs Thomas Norris, 930 N. dominance as the kingpin of May party Saturday night Ilaig Giants obtained pitcher Jack
dental College edges Ray lays at Fresno, COIL, with la 3$ races. (UPI Telepbe$0 Gilmore, kaltimore, Md.
Kennett in 19
CIAA tennis.
14 at 3506 Vincennes ave.
Sanford.
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A local reporter stated that
%LI
high winds and a cold snap, and
everything that the weatherman
MABLE YOUNG
could devise was thrown at
weekend fishermen, resulting
a sharp curtailment of angler
success on most Mid -South
waters.
Bora At E. H. Crump Hospital 328 N. Manassas.
But every fisherman's mate
Mrs. Freeman Blair of 565 St
APRIL 29, 1960
knows that as soon as the wa
Daughter, Mary, to Mr and Paul.
Son, Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs. Mn. L. C. Gray of 1702 Harriters are calmer and the weather
Daughter, Starleida, to Mr.
Ernest Dickerson of 2251 Shan- son,
warms up a bit the refrigeratar
and
Mrs. Robert Davis of 222 N.
or home freezer will be chugged,
REBECCA DAVIS non.
Son, Maurice, to Mr. a n d Manassas.
APRIL 30
full of fresh fish from local
Mrs. George Shepherd of 644 Son, Donald,
to Mr. and Mrs.
lakes. In the meantime, the Hello, make yourself feel atl Mr. Brooks, a member of Col- Daughter, Karen, to Mr. and Nonconnah.
Hudson Boatman of 1971 Silver.
butchers' showcase is lined with east and dig our jive if youl umbus Baptist church, celebrat- Mrs. Milton Stricklen of 569 Daughter.
Simone, to Mr. Son, Calvin, to Mr. and
Mrs.
fish and seafoods caught by gkase.
ed his 78th birthday and is Hampton Pl.
and Mrs. Elbert Reed of 84 W.' Mack Keller
of 587 Linden.
WEEK'S MOTHERS
wished to have many more just MAY I
professional fishermen.
Armstrong,
Daughter, Patricia, to Mr.
Mrs. Alice Cotton and Mrs. as bright.
A purchase from this counter
Daughter, Soniian, to Mr. and
Sarah
Wilburn.
Mrs. John T. Martin of 1958 Daughter, Debra, to Mr. and and Mrs. Charles Foreman of
is an investment in good health
TOP COUPLES
Mrs. Johnny McCray of 1537 64 W. Fay,
Gloria Galloway and James Carver, Apt. 5.
because fish meets our dietary CHURCH
Florida.
id1s0
.
Son, Kenneth, to Mr. a n d
There
was
musical
a
great
MAY
Brewer, Ruth Patrick and Junneeds by supplying generous
Mrs. James Gary of 1519us
amounts of protein, vitamins, program given at the New Phil- ior Crawford, Carolyn Dukes Son, Kevin, to Mr. and Mrs. MAY
fats, minerals, and carbohy- adelphia Baptist church under and Matthew Burkina, Fannie Joseph Pollard of 374 Rich- Son, Leroy, to Mr. and Mrs. Monsarrat.
Son, Dwight, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ozell Brown of 772 Buntyn.
the auspices of the "Ushers An- Gaines and Roy Bonner, Le- mond.
drates.
Daughter, Cynthia, to Mr. and Ike Mayfield of 955 Grove.
Whether you are plowing or nual Day." The guest church roy Davis and Carolyn Davis, MAY 3
Son, Aaron, to Mr. and Mrs.
typing at a desk, you need abo was the Mt. Gilliam Baptist, Ralph Williams and Magalene Daughter, Ardath, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Daniels of 2887 Mack Totten
of 2116 FarringMoss (Lester), Vicky Mitchell Mrs. Aaron Campbell of 1998 Tutwiler.
the same amount of the efficient pastored by Rev. Bates.
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. ton.
Y
TEEN
Carver,
LeAndrew
Apt.
Davis,
1.
and
Madalene
protein and other nutriments
Garrett and. , .Lavell Garrett Daughter, Louise, to Mr. and Percy Williams of 116 Winches-,
found in fish. However, you NOW DIG THIS
AIRWAYS BICYCLE CO.
• .Charles Freeman and Mrs. K. C. Cannon of 30 W. ter.
and.
Recently
a
group
Teenage
of
need different amounts of caloMAY It
Sherrod (Melrose). Fields,
Margaret
young
ladies met at the home
ries. Your caloric need may we
ENGAGED — The engage- will be held on Saturday, June
Daughter, Margaret, to Mr. Daughter, Helen, to Mr. and
lean or moderate fish. All forma of Miss Doris Macklin to begin TOP FELLOWS
ment of Miss Patricia Gale 4, in the Prayer Chapel of
and
Mrs. Ralph Anderson of 954 Mrs. Nathaniel Holleman of 3519
Eugene
Freeman,
Charles
community.
club
social
in
the
a
are available in local markets.
Edwards to Horace C. Goode Mt. Olive CME church, with
S
Mansfield.
Smith,
Carl
Walls,
Eddie
Science has found that cer- Miss Dolly Calloway acted as Lane,
R
vionrourhr,
ccahee
.stetre. Denita, to Mr. and
III has been announced by the Rev. H. C. Buntyn officiating,
chairman until the girls decid- John Garrett, Ralph Williams, MAY 5
tain
unsaturated fatty acids
Mrs.
Edgar Bass of 769 Probride • elect's mother, Mrs. and will he attended by memSon,
Richard
Ronald,
McKinney,
to
JamMr.
and
Percy
Mrs.
president.
worthy
complete line Bicycles & Parts
found in fish are essential to ed upon a
Sadie Edwards. The wedding bers of the two families.
erson, Arthur Jones and J o e .Toshua Thomas of 1081 Azalia.
preliminaries
many
Without
too
All work guaranteed
normal healthy skin, liver and
Daughter.
Marcia,
to Mr. and
Born At John Gaston Hospital
McKinney
kidney functioning. Also, these Miss Mable Young was elected
Lawn Mowers Sharpened and
Mrs. William Van Hooks of 1574
MAY 7
COEDS
president.
repaired,
fatty acids influence the choOther worthy officers a r e Doris Macklin, Lorene Cotton, Daughter, Eunice, to Mr. and Brookins.
lesteral level and its dispersion
Marjorie Crutcher, vice presi- Joyce Harris, Sandra Desarz- Mrs. Fred Savage of 3642 Dem- Son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs. 23S1 Deadrick
FA 3-8808
Albert Wilson of 1321 Michigan.
Mrs. Sadie Edwards anncunc- Detroit, Mich. He is a former in the blood, so intimately as- dent; Rebecca Davis, secre- ant, Mary Jamerson, Geneva ocrat,
Rawer at Airways)
Daughter,
Vannette,
he engagement of her daugh• student of St. Augustine school sociated with heart disease.
to
Mr.
tary- Doris Macklin, assistant Fleming, Doris Farley, Hazel Daughter, Stephanie, to Mr.
While scientists are learning secretary; Gloria Calloway, Wicks, Willie M. Kearney and and Mrs. George Blanton of and Mrs. Calvin Isom of 1903
Miss Patricia Gale to Hor- and a veteran of the Korean
Person.
ace C. Goode, III.
2108 Curry,
war. He was inducted into the new and beneficial things about treasurer, and Mary Patrick, Ora Hokes.
Miss Edwards, a senior at B. Army in his junior year of high this under water animal, mod- business manager.
Son, Wardell, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Deborah, to Mr.
HIGH SCHOOL ROUNDUP
T. Washington High school, is school and completed his high ern homemakers are experi- Since the ladies are going to City - Wide Fellows: Mark- Wardell Hampton of 284 Lu- and Mrs. Robert Barber of 578
Leath.
a popular member of the young school training in service and menting with new and tasty represent all the girls on the hum Stansbury, and Booker cerne.
social set. She is a member of is a medical technician.
ways of preing fish and disspel- 1 community they have chose to Wade (BTW), Robert Flynn and
Son, Turry, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Darryl, to Mr. and Mrs.
whoaod
rl.ie Maclin of 410 Gracethe School's glee club and the The marriage, a small family ling the old wives tales and Call themselves the Stationettes. Ben
(Hamilton), Jim Townsend of 279 Weaver. C
Freeman
Deb Teens Social club, a n d affair will be solemnized Satur- that have followed this food Mrs. LaCre Steverson, who Cleveland Cox and Elton GateDaughter, Med& to Mr. and
plans to enter the John Gaston day, the fourth of June, in the throug the centuries. For ex- resides at 4911 William Arnold wood (Melrose), Robert Walls Mrs. James Speaks of 961 Sax- Son, Eddie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Woods of 1544 Pillow.
Hospital School of Nursing next Prayer Chapel of Mt. Olive ample, the modern Mrs. not rd., is advisor and Charles and Carlos Harris (Manassas), on.
fall.
CME church, with the Rev. H. only feeds her family fish l Freernan, a junior at the Mel. Leunzie Strother, Milton Burch- Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Vivian, to Mr. and
Mr. Goode is the son of Mrs. C. Bunton officiating.
milk. Creamed fish baked fish rose high school has been chos- field and Willie Ryan (Lester), James Gladney of 31 Farrow. Mrs. Leon Porter of 2163 howJohnetta Goode of Memphis The couple will make their with sour cream sause, fish en . Sweetheart.
Daughter. Jacqueline, to Mr. ell.
Thurman Brooks and Cuba
and Horace C. Goode jr., of home at 419 Glucose Road.
poached in milk add variety to We assure you that you will Johnson (Carver), Robert Man- and Mrs. George Green of 1466 Son, Patrick. to Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Hunter of 642 No. Front.
fish dinners and food value to be hearing from the Station- ning, Jack Ballard and William Norris.
Daughter. Jacquelyn, to Mr. Son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
the dietary.
Brown (Douglass).
ettes more and more.
Harrison Norvell of 537 Austin.
There should be no compro- Recently the eight children of City-Wide Coeds: Sandra Peg- and Mrs. James Moore of 1340
MAY 13
Texas.
mising when buying fish—when Tom Brooks surprised him with ues and Jackie Gibson (BTW),
Daughter, Gwendolyn, to Mr.
you buy it, buy the best. Not a successful birthday party giv- Maxine Foster and Essie Boyd Son, Paul, to Mr. and Mn.
and Mrs. Leotra Lofties of 3068
Sherman
Mason
of
Coleman
3451
Raines.
(Hamilton), Fratakie
neccessarily the most expensive, en in his hems. Crystal..
but most emphatically buy top Among the sponsors were: and Rosie Brewster (Maness- MAY 8
Son, Frederick, to Mr. a n d
Daughter,
Leola,
to
Mr.
Blakeand
Ann
Smith,
Stella
Jamerson,
sag),
quality. Top quality fish has no Mrs. Rosie Brooks
Mrs.
Alvin Johnson of 1996
Mrs.
Arthur
Mathew/
of 1475
odor; it is moist, firm and elas- Mrs. Clara Brooks Williams, more, Louise Willett and Lelia
Swift.
Victor.
BalBernadine
(Lester),
Myers
Franki,
Brooks,
Willie
e
e
L
tie; the eye are bright, full and
Daughter, Ruby, to Mr. and
Brooks, Sadie Brooks, Mrs. Mil- lard and Barbara Perry (Mel- Son, Clyde, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. H. R. Williams of
never sunken.
3005
Lee
Flowers
of 687 Whithaven
Properly cooked fish is always dred Brooks McDonald, Mrs. rose), Maxine Draper and June
Crystal.
Lane.
Bertrand),
(Father
Rainey
flaky and slightly moist, over Lillie Niae Brooks Garrett and
Son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
Dorothy Powell (Carver), Arn- Daughter, Angela, to Mr. and John C. Bland of 1547
cooking makes it dry and hard. Clarence Brooks.
War- Millions of women wouldn't
Mrs.
James Poindexter of 2155
If you use fat or oil in cooking Some of the distinguished etta Rainey and Katie Bolden
ford.
dream of using home-style
Turley.
fish, don't let the fat smoke. It guests were Mrs. Maggie Lee (Douglass).
Daughter, Denise, to Mr. and douches! They know
Son,
George,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
that
Reed, Mrs Lula Page, Mr. and
Roosevelt Pruitt of 113 Dove. Mrs. Robert Peete of 262 Cir- "Lysol" is so much surer!
"Last night's prom was the problemfor those who are as not only means the heat is too Mrs Booker Coleman, Mrs.
high,
but
cle.
it
carries
the
fish
odor
Son, Nathaniel, to Mr. a n d
best one that I have seen in !yet undecided.
Mattie Bell Teil, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Johnnie Jones of 2710 Son, Lavaniel, to Mr. and Because "Lysol" kills germs on
Washington's history and I In this age of missiles a n d to other parts of the house.
Norfleet,
Sam
of
and
host
a
Mrs. Sam Sutton of 629 StephenSpottswood.
have been connected with the atomic power, man can no "Fishy" dishes should be grandchildren and many others.
contact—the very germs that
son.
MAY
9
school since 1952" were t he longer exist securely on a mea- washed in a strong solution of
The affair began promptly at
Son, Tommy, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Lavada, to Mr. and cause odor!
words of one of the faculty ger education. Standards are salt and water to remove the
p m., and ended at approxiMrs. Roosevelt Booker of 633
odor before using soap, scald
Tommy
Harris,
members as J arrived at school constantly rising.
sr.,
of
385
Almately 12:30.
Gillis. 11
Because "Lysol" keeps you
thoroughly.
len.
Thursday morning.
The ability to get into college
"A
Guide
Son,
to
Johnny,
to Mr. and Mrs. MAY
Good Eating" is
sure of yourself—sure you're
He had
reference
to the and stay in will require hard
Willie Woodall of 298 Walker. Son, Edwin, to Mr. and Mrs. sweet and nice inside!
Junior-Senior Prom held at Cur- work and sacrifice, but the a service provided to the reader
of
Daughter, Renee, to Mr. and Edward Morris of 314 N. Dethe
Tri-State
(Continued
From Page 5)
Defender
ries Club on Wednesday night. benefits will be well worth it.
Mrs. Robert Scott of 289 Dixie
Mardi Gras was the theme To the thinking student we now through the cooperation of the sion began Saturday afternoon,
"
L
unt., Lead, to Mr. and Mrs. Try "Lysol" brand disinfectant.
— Mall.
and Queen Phyllis Smith and present a challenge; College ed- Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs. May 7 with Elder C. P. Mose- LITTLE ROCK, Ark.
It's mild. Won't hurt you!
Among persons receiving de. Daughter, Marilyn, -to Mr. Oscar Shead of 911 Neptune.
Williams is a teacher of Home ley of Union
King John Tenot reigned over ucation-accept it.
City delivering the
Daughter,
Sidney
Regina,
to
Commence.
and Mrs. James Richardson of
Economics at Manassas high Introductory sermon. Other ser- grees at the Spring
the celebration.
KNOWN SISTERS
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Watts of
Free booklet on
few of the many couples Canary and Eunice Williams, school.
moes delivered the two - day ment of Philander Smith Col- 1 GREEK BANQUET •
364
So. Fourth.
douching. Write le
Sunday,
Gillege,
May
were
8,
Elizabeth,
Janet and Hellen
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phis and Miss Pauline Murray. dames Jean Paxton, Ada Mitorganization.
Foremost
the
The program committee con- chell and Jeanette Hemphill
among the sales emissary's
sisted of Mrs. Maude Trotter, and her eight grandchildren,
many successful promotions are
general chairman. Mrs. Susie all of Memphis, Tenn.
the "Ancient Age Roving Reporters' column, which appear•••.
ed in many of the markets he
mom.
Be
visited, and a West Coast com11110.m.
munity service award a n d
genm,
••••••
•••••
scholarship, which won wide acclaim.
Om.
Family
Last summer, the competent
salesmat, was named assistant
HAMPTON, Va., "PAS DE Group, recently on the col- national sales manager for
,L 1 F MILK
STA SUM
and make
DEUX," the classic ballet for
lege campus. The ballet was Long John Scotch, one of MelFOR
FOR
fern, was one of the several
performed by Jacquelyn P. rose Company's distinguished
"FIGURE"
VIGOR
dance selections performed
Washburn, a junior English brand„ and now teams wit h
during the annual spring
major from Memphis, Tenn., that unit's president in directdam-. recital presented by
and Arthur
W. Fisher, a ing sales operations for t h e
the Igampton Institute Dance Junior speech major I ram brand in m
j 0 r parkets
Leaksvillra! N. C.
throughout the country.

B4miminsefr Anna C.byCooke

0
0

Y

'All Around Towne
By Gloria Haley
and
Betty Cunigan

A

Last Meet For
Porter P-TA

•

Jazz In.Church

A

Dee, Williams Prove
Schenley 'Top Pickers'

Greatfor
Minor Burns,Cuts

o

CONSTIP
ATED?
Medical reports show

•

how folks over 35 can
establish regularity

FORTUNE'S

ERUT

JIMMIE SIEMENS COUNTRY NAM MOTEL

• It's Convenient
• Fast
Safe

7- 3)

TWO MILK"A

=
11.- NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.

F-57-fiumuptimmilim111111111111111111timintsommitim11111110

BOTH

FOREST BILL J

0

T

•

Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In lownil

Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale,
Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Busines
s, Furniture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your
Business?

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks

Memphis Business
Service Directory

NEAT IRONING
V KM

ly. call

3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT
ROOPINO, roots
repaired
SUM
an,
leak
Carpen.air
work, floors
leveled.
Chimneys. '
,Mere cleaned,
repaired.
Mimeo. concrete, plaster do My own work.
Pier eat Reaaonahle price.
T. E Spencer BR. 64643. BR. 6-2930.

INQUIRES WANTED RHEA FIRE AND
burglar alarm vystent. Efficient and inexpensive. For home and business. Shelton
Distributing Co. 111111 Linden Office No. 106.
Phone BR. 6-3406.
-f'-"`""""-"
0""."-'4%-v..•;•fe.:411
:
,•-•••Ty., frm

ig-1;1-6 iW
; 9t
LL1OPk
-is
.•

12x12 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435

6

E. Hunter Construction
Company
FA. 7-3966 Anytime

8".̀

Bank Terms

1020

MISSISSIPPI

"A World Stf Valuer"
• AUTO SC:100._
-OVERTIME() dPEC1A LTAES
• PRINTIqG
Miai40OlitA.PHINO
• RUBBER STAMPS • StALS
• DECALS
C*LEND* ral

BLVD.

Fresh Seafood Daily

790 Yonkers Ave.
(Near Central Ave.) Yookers, N. Y.

FREE PARKING IN REAR

Henrietta
Martin

Bed Warmer For
Pains - Aches.

TO. 9-4462

BET-R PRODUCTS CO.

MARTINS FISH MARKET

ELECTROWARMTH

ri

Ug.411

9 f.

Gil Gabrielli

REPAIRS ON ALL MAKE
Sewing Machines. NO Service charge
in city
All Work Guaranteed. Call
R&M Home Service
1657 Lamar Avenue
BR. 44050

BLOMBERG

•

Automobile
Work

end

$21 95

Painting

'7" Glass Picture Tube

617.96

Installed

City

COMPLETE

Wide TV Serve.
3404 Chelsea

7-0328

IP YOU WANT TO BE BEAUTIFUL vts,t FRIENDLY BEAUTY SHOP 1365
• ,rnay. Addle
Grant Mgr. - Otssle
Le ter. Operator

PHONE JA. 6-5118

530 Linden Ave.

Want Ad
RATES

SAME RATE AS
S
ordinate
free.

36 PT.

to

change

in

rate

without

notice.

Accounting
Secretarial
Office Machine
Refresher Course
Modern Equipment

ben - the words comprising
the address - whether name
and

street or telephone, or

The

Tri-State

7 Non
ordinary
Her
Cancellations of want-ads can
be given until 12 noon Saturday. Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.

The Tri-State
forward

Defender

mad

received

dressed to our
excess

the

ad-

Ave.- JA 7-4917

SPECIAL

'Ill'ellm'EPMIIP•M-2"
-NTW•111"T11•"11E"111PME•Hlre-

4IM

al,

AM

diall•

•■•••

No it Lines

Per
Insertion
Per
Line

rows

MINIM

2 Tlates

2

30c

60c

3

45c

90c

4

60c

1.20

5

75c

CLASSIFICATION ..........

1.50

Figure

1

S

Average

Words
The

To

Line

.................._....(TWO LINE MINIMUM)

4
4
4
101111•10

NAME

TELEPHONE

ADDRESS

236
M,

CITY

Please send check or
Money Order to ...
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.
SOUTH WELLINGTON
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

11•••

MIMMIP
▪

Pt

.....

Tri-State Defender

4

Others Have Gained
Immediate Relief With

Frank Wilson Home
Remedy

1576 Getweill

HELP WANTED, Male, Female
WCMEN SEW EASY READY-CUT
WRAP-A-ROUND
APRONS
HOME
Earn $24.16 Dosen-Spare Tint.
Write-Accurate Mfgrs,
FREEPORT. NEW YORE
We have openings for salesmen to
sell Maim' Household Assonances. NO
EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY.
166/
Lamar - BR. 4-6050,

Female Ilelp Wanted
WOMEN
SEW
EASY
READY-CUT
Wrap-A-Round
Aprons
Rome. Earle
$25.15
Dosen-Rpare
Time.
Write ACCURATE strait's
REEPORT, NEW YORK

MAIDS TO $50 WEEK. Guaranteed
jobs, best working conditions. FREE
room, board, uniforms. Tickets sent.
A-1 Agency. 100A Main St., Hempstead,
Long Island, N. Y.

Maids $35-$60 Week
Maids needed for better homes

in
New York, New Jersey. Boreal. Mass..
Hartford, coon., and
Birmingham,
Ala. Guaranteed lobs, free r00:11 arl4
board Eavt money. Tickets sent. Can
or write.
LUCKY STAR EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY 1630 4th Ave., N. Binning
,
ham Ale FA 3-5746 A SOUTIEERN
Agency serving &MIMI/in Parole.

Situations Wanted

LOANS & MORTGAGES

NEED CASH?

EFFICIENT

WH. 6-5452
MRS. ELSIE PAYNE
CHILD CARE in my home while par.
entr work. j. Wright, experienced.
BR. 4-7611.

-Quick Loans

GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City 6, Mo.
-VALUES (3ALOIREI *ales look 36e.„ (Refundable) with coupon
ALTON
WATMART SI, PA
3 WAYS TO MAKE MONEY AT HOME.
where to bur material and how to

manufacture cheaply. Send Dm menu-

texturing

Specia)ties, ilicklervflle.

N ,4.1)

Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason why people
like to do business with vs.
You, too, will like our courteous treatment end desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
Oralf

FIN

FINANCE

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE

I don't Maks any home calls or answer any letters
to look trr the right sign and the right name

MORE

GROUND FLOOR

STERICK BUILDING
Y
WHIR' JOINS
Gil PREEERENflAl

SERVICE

Room for rent furnished or anfurn1sh.
ed WHitehall 5-8210 1342 Lutham Street
Cali after 6 30 or before 7:6* A. M.

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL
Free Transportation To and From
Airport, Depot, Bus Station, Etc.
GOOD FOOD
In Our Modern Restaurant
Harry Holmes, Owner

Be eUTO

east-Cosy

1165 SO. WELLINGTON
PHA APPRAISED

Ma is a very tine white stucco bungalow,
ttas 6 room, and tile bat* downistalra and
very beautiful paneled den or bedroom
solitaire. Forced air hest In large banmeat Hardwood floors. Pentad rear lot.
Garage Price 411,001.01. 0.110.00 each
inehtellne chiming cost Shown by apsollab
agent C W Henry. in. 1114370.
WOW Galbreath Co
&WS 111
BR 114516 1241. Comm
Apts For Rent
eOR RENT
INNS Sunset-Douglas Sub-division. One
aide of Duplex 3 rm.. h bath-hot-cold
water oas heater in front room. rime:
11311 month.
Ptinne PA. 44072

15 Agents Wanted
GUARANTEED HOMEWORK
Mall out aro:midi:1 catalog. Kent 10g:
from orders. Proven sellers.
mils, sample catalog $1.00. Paltiskus. LIST
TIM Z 33rd. Lorain. CrIlo.
cent

BEER Sc A QUART
Make It yourself
We show you how,
Save 50 per cent on each $1.00. Complete
easy instructions $5.00. FREE with order,
carload of other interesting offers, Wil•
Ham Brown. Cross Country Publications.
200 Eat 30th St. New York IS, It Y.

NEED
EXTRA
MONEY
Men or Women Aga 111-70 - Sell Issuillr
Insurance. Make Us* of

Group Rondtal
Your Arateem

SC A. Adkins-District Mgr.
Casualty
Company
JA. 6.53115

continents)

6 Correspondence Club
MAILS you ever got. List your
soar 211c World', Mall Trades
Nth.. ladle City 341. N E. G.
re

BI00711T
name 1

76 W
Dept

Conveniences
Suitable IF YOU WANT A HUSS AND, wife,
sweetheart or pea-pal send $1.00 for
• /is of names to 0. R. King. P. 0.
been Mtn 4 p.n.
Box 10382 McKellar Stotton. Memphis

Stony
for Prof. woman
Call

.1•1••

CIL.

& Tenn

k
•

MOUND

ltemmons Wilson Realty Co.
1742 Lamar - tIL

22 Furnished Rooms

2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253

Hours 9 a m to I p.m
Readings Daily Open on Sundays

ORANGE

2362 Progress At
Lamar
Shot/011S
Center, Melrose School. I rooms MI
bath. •Inly 45600 - Must Sell.
1340 ISARECHALNEIL
Seautlful, 10 rooms, 3 bathe, many
ertrat in this tine 110ale
e UNIT APARTMENT
1051 So
Wellington. North of Ur
Lemma. completely furnished.
Mrs.
noppennemer - OL. 2-17,1

COMPANY

Ilie to say yes t• eau,
loan Tensest"
Es &mined and supervised by the
stat• Dettartment of insurance Wad
Ilanlvn•
3 LOCATIONS
lel A. Main
JA. 5-1351
ISI Madison
JA. 54611

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

HAND S1101.

HOUSES FOR RENT

DIXIE

This la her now office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to Hay in her new borne
ire you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have

at all times. (She never nad an office in West Memphis I
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaves State Use and get
off at Staq. Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BF,LL'Il

WOULD LIKE to have five dors or less
house work, or lob as babysitter. Mrs.
Rosemand Williams
WH. 2-5060

Cu

CAN YOU USE

Tell you why your job or business Is sot a success If you bays
failed in Me rest come see MADAM BELL at one*.

TYPING done In 1117 home. Short term
papers and stencil cutting acceptable.
vrm. isAttart

Home owned - Home operated

YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY

You lost filth In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are vote
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, ::0M1i let MADAM BELL advise you at once She
will read the to you Just as she would read an open book

WOMAN

Desires Job As Typist Or
Secretory.
E perienced
As
Switch-Board Olfperater. Will
Also Take Typing In My
Horne. Call Between II A. M.
And 12 P. M.

Bleaching

Located on Highway 51 South, Dist over Mississippi State
Line. on the way to Hernando Her home is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSete Motel Re sure
to look for Um RED BRICK HOUSE and retell Find her there

4

Diabetic Sufferers

NIENNOWMIIIMW
,

Of

MAD
AM BELL
(English Lady)

MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
15c

IA

We show you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay accounts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitae•ints, lumber
companies, garages, etc. All
you do is send them to us ..
for our experienced collection
service. We pap up to $1.25
a name. No delay. Writ* today.

I

Town

Also

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START

SERMONS

4 for 51.00 - 10 for $2.00
Foster Series - 9 for $2.00
National Sermon Supply
104 N. Dalrymple
Albion, Michigan

In

ATTENTION!

HELP

BAKER

Deal

Local And Long Distance

Booths For Rent
A good business In downtown le.
colon
Susie Walker
JA, SIM
R•wident - FA 4-110041

Tess any ettin head or taiN
as YOU
cheese-Any coin! Anytime! Any Place,
-A startling statement, • as less flareling performance. Tills tally mastered
teennktue in • eopyrighted manual sent
yes immediately for II
AFRO-PLIPCRAFT. Bea 1163-0, nrieseeert 1, cenn.

24 Years In Piano Tuning
and Rebuilding
BREWER
JAcksou 4-2884

charged to the advertiser.

FA 7-0744

Capri Plano Sales

Specializes in Hair Styles
All Kind

THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"

PIANOS TUNED
TUNER
Repairs Estimated Here

address, but

Moorman's
Upholstering, Inc.

SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212. Hernando

For Sale Misc,

OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY

postage is to be

PLATFORM $2995
ROCKER
YOUR CHOICE OF
* NYLON OR
* NAUGAHYDE

Piano Warehouse Sale

3172 Prospect Ave.
Suite 100
Cleveland. Ohio

11 Special Services

ad-

• SPECIAL FOR
u THE WEEK!

MAGIC BATTORY POWER
AND MOTOR TIINSUPI
Instant stare in any weather , .
Leer)
batteries fully charged In 50 below zero
You'll play your radio all
cold
.
winter with fear of battery failure Mon
winter miles per gallon on gas Biasing
new power, pep. SIG
ester:TO FOR
AOENTS1 Send 11.9$ for sample and details .
. And get FREE 30 day supply
of THAU'S (31.1 Potency Tablets) A Mental and rep Stimulant - the very best.
Thou - 020 Vernon
Chicago 37, pl.

Tinting

GL. 2-5474

4 Special Service

INTERESTING MAIL, earnings,
booklets, catalogs $1 refunded
Gift with order Alvin - Box
Hicksville, Long Island, N. Y.

• CUSTOM MADE
• REFINISHED
• RESTYLED
• ANTIQUE
RESTORED
• REPAIRED

ALL SMALL APPLIANCES
Memphis Refrigerator
Service
1001 Joseph
JA 7-0016

We specialize In gool used pianos.
SIS down will put a piano in your
home. FREE DELIVERY

E. 47th ST.

City

CROSSTOWN
BR 4-4550 - BR 4-4551

-

'Amethyst pendants. earrings, bracelets).
111.25 each item, postpaid. V Brubaker.
.,111$ W L-12, Lancaster. Calif."

• Dryers
AND

Holliday

In

WE NEED names. Will Pay YOU Its Per
mute for obtaining them for our mail- 1314 :Wane Ave.Chic
le* AL
ing list. Complete instructions sent, tor
Phone LI.
$1.00. Harry M Young, 117 Broad Street.
Bristol. Ten

FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators
Washing Machines
F

1199
Linden - BR. 5-0354.
Nights It Sundays,
DR. 6-0356

Rates

Insured Moving
Best

1.000.000 BOORS 10c Each! Free Catslogs Hallway. Box 134-T. NYC-9
--REBUILT I B 161 electric typewriter still
in factory crate $10.00
Guaranteed.
Southeide Printing, Box 5491, DT Huntington 3, West Va.
BARGAIN
MERCHANDISE
CATALOG
Huge discounts. Low wholesale prices
Big *wiry isving catalog 115c
(refundable). a Is J Co Box 434, Levittown 9,
Pa.
ADULTS,
Photos,
. 41/c
354-TAD,

Flat

GL. 2-9507

POR SALE, JACKS, TOOLS, AND COMPle.e elulpment to run a garage, WIll
rent building to reliable person. JAckson

TRAU'S

Are you worried over
money
maGers,
strange unnatural evil influences? Are
YOU
tick? rnen write WHIM Baker Enclose
SLOP love offering There is help for Mir
troubied soul. You can be numessfui Write

will

to out of town

vertisers

492 Vance

AMAZING. LISTED for life for Mc. Stop
out dimes' Quarters, dollars for
one time listing Your name in our tiles
should keep your box full of Interesting
offers, free samples, big mall, etc for
lite
Detail*, for self-addressed ..ternPed
envelope. Andy's Trading Post. Route 3-T,
Bryson City. N C.
(4111

4-03011
- --------

JA. 7-2597

W. P. SHELTON
I Lowest

12 Business Opportunities

Business & Practical
Art College

box

number - will be charged for
as part of the advertisement.

SAME
RATE AS

APPLIANCE SERVICE

WA 4-2133

SPIRITUAL

GRIGGS

Tri-State Defender box sum

Defender

BARGAIN
Center. 1334
THE
Smith St., Charleston, Nest Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.

174A ClYrte Ave
Chicago 49. ni
ART LOVERS, NOW IS YOUR CHANCE
TO COLLEC1 UNUSUAL POSTCARDS. II
FOR $1.00 START TOUR COLLECTION
NOW SINGLE CARD ta CENTS. P. 0.
BOX 43. A"4110NIA STATION N. T. 23
N.

309

Day & Evening
Classes

(Till Forbid) orders subject

E. 11 Silt St. - Bea 17
NEW YORK 29. N. Y.

(Celtic, rpm trie•iti

Director
Elmer L Hubbard, M.A.
JE5-6161
Stiouis 8, Mo.
4448 Washington

BISHOP
to position in column. T. F.

SAME RATE n 4
WWI ordinary type.

24 PT.

*
*
*
*
*

Monday

No guarantee can be given as
30c
45c
60c
75c

239

ELECTRONIC - HYPNOTIZER $14.00 Transistor Radio 6111.95. Pocket ear Clas
Gun - $9.96 - Extra 33 caliber shell's
61.50 taco - Radio
Walkie - Talkie
$19.95 - Any Radio TV Tube $1.00 each.
Transworld Elestronica - Post Office Box
• 135 - Indio California.

Miscellaneous

5% PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type
SAME RATE so 2
10 pt.
Roes ordinary typo.

18 PT.

Noon

THE RUMTOREX CO.

Veterans Approved
Rehabilitation Students Welcomed
Out- of-town Students Invit•el

BLESSED AMULET, EELP MONEY.
UNCROSSED. RUSH $2.00 DONATION
NOW), JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE: WE
LOVE SO MUCH.. CHICAGO 53. ILL. ..

No exuerience necessary
grammar
school education usually sufficient
Permanent lobs, no layoffs, short
hours high Pay, advancements. fiend
name, address. phone number and
time home
Tri-State Defender, P.O.
Box 311

DEADLINES
12

Errol. Odom

FOR

Women, 18-55
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs

Memphis, Tennessee

CLASSIFIED

JA 6-4756

Men,

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Box 311

Inc.

College,

Business

JA. 7-2597

MEXICAN DIVORCE or marriage, valid,
sMck. easy Details
either
one
$3
Box 506. 'Moans. BC. Mexico
15ef

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE

Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am
•
vakir
MOSES
CHRIST
amr.
SINAI
ZION

HENDERSON

Act promptly. Give three references. Write:

•

\

For Complete Quality
E-Z STORAGE & VAN CO.

HOLLYWOOD IMPORT CD,
West Peterson - TR2
Chicago 45. Illinois

HOW TO WIN1
LOVE.
MONEY. ETC.
Send birthd itia and dime for information
sealed, SIMS. 1310-6th
Ave..
Chicago RESTORE "PEP" with extra pep formula
Heights Ill
MAO. Refundable. Ed Rumbols. Pleasant
Dale. Nebreals.

Men and

Women with sales ability to sell advertising...
We need men and women for year round, full time
repeat sales. Permanent connection, protected leads.
Salary, bonus plus commission.

around. No Permit
needed.
Airmailed grAegs14
romoletely assembled front our fae•
tot, in Europe. Send 3l°'3 call,
enmity order or cllaic to:

Take New RUNITOREE And Enjoy Lite A
dietary- Preparation RUMTORIX takes up
where nature leaves oft. A PHYSICIAN'S
FORMULA. only 15.00 for a 2-week supply. Money-back It not aatlated after 3
bottle Bend C 0 D
Check
or
Money
Order NOW!

NEW YORK STATE Send 73 eetall to
cover cost tit mailing and Plantains plus self add
d & stamped •nevelesee.
SET _ R PRODUTS
CO. BOX
123
SNIVINIA STATION. NEW YORE 23,
N. Y.
We will also include free
charge the
inclosed License Holder with every order
-eceived.

Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing 8 Filing
Shorthand
Accounting

TRI -STATE DEFENDER WANTS
MEN AND WOMEN
Who Can Sell CLASSIFIED And
DISPLAY ADVERTISING

15c per agate line
5 words to a line
2 lines
3 lines
4 lines
5 lines

Dry rod

MOVING

be heard for miles $4.95

BUSINESS SERVICE

1940

Since

Low Rates - Insured Moving

Paying

r-it-ii-inty-oueisTroxdstestriael
pass written test for drNera lictins• TO
in

Night & Day Classes

319 UNION AVE. - MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS

?retire
. ilea Yoe carry in Tata Parse
Startle an-I distract'
,rotten. would.* 'Markers with tills cleverly designed
Point
Sall
Own. Meg .72 caliber blanks with extra lead revert Ca:'

Distinctively serving!

VICTORY

SECRETARIAL TRAINING

TIRE SERVICE CO

Post Office

tarl=
13=133321

Incluaing Secret Master Cog*, Favorable
Numbers. and Dart - Combination Codes,
3 Melt Fieures, etc. Pelee mos.

GL. 11-1755

21" Olais Picture Tube

Ave. JA

VICTORY SERVICE
7726T So. Clyde Am
Chicago 49. ill.

the Midwest with
Accounting, Business Administration,
Business Machines, Secretarial, IBM
Key Punch, Personality Development,
Civil Service, Reel Estate and
Court Reporting Courses

M&M MOVERS
MU, 3-0911

2639

401.31*1114
1_ 3NUP '-"r1E17
,
11.1_11

THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!

NOW

SUNDAY

Body

Dewey's Auto Service
475 Linden

INSTRUCTIONS

Post $1 00 NOW
Reply envelope brings
POSITIVE PROOF' Health Center, Adelaide Road, Dublin. Ireland (7 hours Airmail)

ENROLL

WRECKS
DAV, NIGWT

Lorain, Ohio

^

APIPIPMONsian

5PIRmTAL krivisoR

Owner &

TV Service

East 33rd St

30 Moving & Hauling

NEW ANAllPi6 'BAIL POINT GUN

NUMBER RATINGS Theiropli Tiro
Science Of Numerelegy. RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Our Weekly NUMBER Card. Doily Viiseatietne
For Any Event - CUBA, RACE
MUTUELS. STOCKS & BONDS,
Solite, Etc. Stets Your Choice.
Send $2.00 With Birth Dote, Full
Name And Your Favorite Method
Of Play. (Pie Checks Mose).

STOP SUFFERING! ! I

Operator

REBUILT

"BY THE NUMBERS"

GEORGE PALINKUS

13 Instruction

Burt Lake 1, Mich.

MISCELLANEOUS

Personal Cards
$1 50 vain* at the new low price of
53.56 per 1.000.
Write me for 'amine cards and style
chart BUSINESS CARD SPECIALIST
1621-TRI

4-SPECIAL SERVICE

REMODELING ADDITIONS

.70

1000 Imbossod liaise= Cords
at $3.99
tro -1 I lines-1 color Mack Sr Sluel
Business Cards • ADM. Cards

want your tracing done niceJA. 44013 se any, hour,

Sot_ May 21, 1960

PHONES JAckson 6-8397
Ackson 6-8398
YOU WILL GET RESULTS

11--SPECIAL SERVICES

RUMNESS illEaVICE

15

DEFENDER

16

Sammy Davis Speaks° I.
Out On His Religion

DEFENDER
Sat., May 21. 1960

TV Highlights
For The Week

When Pete Martin commenc- rent (May 21) issue of T h
he
ed interviewing Sammy Davis, Saturday Evening Post,
there
that
subject
his
warned
ru
c
the
in
article
an
jr., for
were going to be questions about
why he adopted Judaism.
Sammy replied, "The word is
'converted.' I was converted
because of one fact. Inside of
hospi
a
man there is a need 1111
in
set
every
Drama
way,
19,
ing
THURSDAY, MAY
try to reach God in his o w
7:00 to 8:00 a. m. GOOD tal in Hainey, Montana, tells
way.
MORNING FROM MEMPHIS, the story of a patient who di
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EGYPTIAN POMADE

new idtCQM phone
Styled to the modern taste, and small to save you

space--that's the charming, colorful Princess phone.
This new extension goes anywhere in your home,
and goes beautifully. The dial glows softly in the
dark so you can find it quickly and then, when you

lift the receiver, lights up brightly to make dialing
easy. The Princess phone comes in your choice of
five attractive decorator colors-white, beige, pink,
blue and turquoise. Just call our business oflice, or
ask any installer-repairman.

Scputherr-1 BEII
1
The Princess nhone with dial and night lights built in costs only pennies a day after a one-time charge. Your choice of five colors.
1

SAY GOOD BYE to gray
hair, with now fragrant
pomade with lanolin. Apply
simply as you would your
regular hair dressing. Gray

YOUNGER
LOOK 10 YEARS
hairs disappear gradual.
Leaves hair beautifully soft
and lustrous. Will not streak
or rub off.
SPECIAL OFFER
Return this Ad with $2.00
for full results Jar.

EQYPTIAN PRODUCTS
8163 N.E. 2nd Ave.
Miami 38, Florida
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Tick-tock, tick-tock...
the BOURBON that didn't watch the clock ...
for seven long years!
the',
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whiskey you have ever tasted and imagine one mellower
Do all these things then taste Old Charter!
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STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY • 7 YEARS olD
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